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NUCLEAR ISOVECTOR GIANT RESONANCES
EXCITED BY PION SINGLE CHARGE EXCHANGE

by

Bruce H. King

ABSTRACT

This thesis is an experimental study of isovector giant resonances in light nuclei
excited by pion single charge exchange reactions. Giant dipole resonances in light
nuclei are known to be highly structured. For the mass 9 and 13 giant dipole
resonances, isospin considerations were found to be very important to understanding
this structure. By comparing the excitation functions from cross section measure-
ments of the (rt% n*) and ?r, n") inclusive reactions, we determined the dominant isospin
structure of the analog IVGR's. The comparison was made after decomposing the
cross section into resonant and non-resonant components. This decomposition is
made in the framework of strong absorption and quasi-free scattering. Measurements
in the region of the isovector giant dipole resonances (I VGDR) were made to cover the
inclusive angular distributions out to the second minimum.

Study of the giant resonance decay process provides further understanding of the
resonances. This study was carried out by observing the (n% 7c*p) coincident reactions
involving the resonances of *B and I3N excited from 'Be and I3C nuclei. These
measurements determined the spectra of the decay protons. This method also
permitted a decomposition of the giant resonances into their isospin components. The
multipolarities of the resonances were revealed by the decay proton angular correla-
tions which, for dipoles, are of the form 1 + AzP2(cos 6).

Results from measurements of the (7t% n*p) coincident reaction on'Be and 13C are
qualitatively similar. Proton decay from the giant resonances to the lowest isospin
(T = 0) states of the residual nuclei was distinguished from decay to the higher isospin
(T = 1) states. This separation provided information on the isospin of the resonances
and showed that the low-lying component of the giant resonance strength (observed
in the inclusive reactions) has pure (T = 1/2) isospin. Another high-lying component,
which decays to T = 1 states of the residual nuclei and also is found in the (n1, n')
inclusive measurements, was assumed to be dominantly T = 3/2 with some T = 1/2
admixture. This result was supported by the weakness of the more energetic decays
to low lying T=0 states that are kinematically favored, but isospin forbidden for a pure
T = 3/2 resonance. Angular correlations at the peak of the resonances showed a rise
at the back angles indicative of a dipole resonance. They also showed a strong forward
peaking which is believed to be due chiefly to a direct pion-induced knockout process.

xvu



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Isospin in Nuclear Physics

Soon after the discovery of the neutron in 1932 Heisenberg realized that the new

particle was not a composite object consisting of a proton and an electron, but rather

a "selbstSndiger Fundamentalbestandteil" very similar to the proton. He then applied

the mathematical apparatus of the Pauli spin matrices to forge the concept of a nu-

cleon having two charge states, proton and neutron. This marks the beginning of the

new quantum number named by Wigner "isotopic spin", now referred to as isospin.

The importance of isospin in nuclear physics has become established through a large

body of data, and is based empirically on evidence that the nuclear force is essentially

independent of whether the interacting particles are protons or neutrons.

Today the isospin quantum number has found broad applications in nuclear physics

and is fundamental to discussions of isospin conservation in the strong interaction and

in nuclear phenomena. The isospin quantum number is an important tool for classifying

and understanding nuclear states of both stable and unstable nuclear systems. In nuclear

structure physics there are many examples of isospin multiplets, sets of nuclear states in

neighboring nuclei that are vwy close in energy to one another and related by rotations

in an abstract isospin space. One of the few direct connections between the hidden

isospin quantum number and physical observables is given by the relation:

T2 = ( N - Z ) / 2 , (1.1)

t Extensions of isospin symmetry encompassing strangeness (SU3) and spin (spin-isospin, SU6) have
been developed; see Gell-Mann and Ne'eman, The Eightfold Way, 1964.

1



2 Chapter 1: Introduction

where Tz is the third component of the isospin vector, T, in isospin space, N is the

number of neutrons, and Z is the number of protons or the charge of the nucleus. A

nucleus is characterized by its value of Tz and all states in that nucleus have T > |T2|.

Essential to an understanding of nuclear phenomena is an understanding of the

interplay between strong, electromagnetic, and weak forces, all of which are present

in nuclei. For example, in the absence of the electromagnetic force, the strong force

would appear to obey exact isospin symmetry. Interchanging protons and neutrons

would not change the system or energy levels of a particular nucleus. However, in

the presence of the electromagnetic force the isospin symmetry of the strong force

is no longer exact so that interchange of protons and neutrons brings about small,

but significant differences. Two useful concepts are charge independence and charge

symmetry. A general statement of charge independence of the strong nuclear force

is that it is invariant under arbitrary rotations in isospin space. For example, charge

independence implies the complete equality of the strong force component of the pp,

pn (T = 1 part only), and nn interactions.

Charge symmetry, on the other hand, is a more restrictive form of isospin conser-

vation in which the strong force is invariant under rotations by JT, that is, Tz—* —Tz,

with T unchanged. Evidence for charge symmetry can be found in the similarity of the
3H and 3He nuclei after accounting for Coulomb energies of the ground states. Addi-

tional tests of charge symmetry and charge independence may come from the equality

or inequality of the various XTT scattering lengths a™-, where TT is a n+, TT°, or ir~.

Both of these concepts, charge independence and charge symmetry, are embodied in

the hypothesis of isospin conservation in hadronic processes or isospin invariance of

the hadronic Hamittonian, i.e.,

[Hhidr.,T] = O. (1.2)

Because the electromagnetic force is present in nearly all nuclear problems, it is

important to understand the role of isospin in the presence of electromagnetic effects.

Inclusion of the electromagnetic force can give rise to "direct" phenomena such as (a)

t Tz and T3 are used interchangeably where the subscripts z and 3 signify the z and third components
of isospin, respectively. The use of T3 connotes a vector quantity in a three-dimensional space,
while Tz additionally bears the connection between isospin and charge. The fact that the spatial
coordinate z and Ihe charge Z are designated by similar symbols is somewhat fortuitous in the case
of isospin. In defining Tz we adhere to the nuclear physics convention for the sign of Tz where rt»°
neutron has Tz = +1/2.
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Coulomb energies, (b) vacuum polarization, (c) nucleon mass differences, and (d) mag-

netic (spin) dependent forces, as well as "indirect" effects such as (a) meson exchange

mass differences, e.g., (mff± - mffo), (b) baryon mass differences, (c) radiative cor-

rections to meson-nucleon coupling constants, (d) electromagnetically induced meson

mixing, (e) meson-photon exchanges, and (f) lifetimes of exchanged mesons as pointed

out by Henley [1.1].

1.2. Nuclear Giant Resonances

Above the region of discrete nuclear excitations, embedded within the continuum lie

the giant electric dipole (El) resonances. They were first seen in photonuclear reactions

in 1948 by Baldwin and Kleiber [1.2], and can be found in all nuclei throughout the

chart of nuclei. They are built on all nuclear states, excited as well as ground states,

and exist for different multipolarities: monopole, dipole, quadrupole, . . . , both electric

and magnetic. Macroscopically, the giant resonances of a nucleus can be identified with

the fundamental modes of oscillation of the entire nuclear medium involving collec-

tive motions of all of the nucleons in a coherent manner. Microscopically, they can

be described as coherent superpositions of one particle-one hole configurations, which

are excited by transitions between major oscillator shells accompanied by an exchange

of angular momentum nhv. They can be characterized by their multipolarity and by

quantum numbers designating nuclear spin, parity, and isospin. General characteristics

of the resonances such as the A (mass number) dependence of the excitation energy Ex,

of the width of the resonance F, and of the cross section a, can be derived from theo-

retical models, e.g., the two-fluid hydrodynamic models of Goldhaber and Teller [1.3],

and Steinwedel and Jensen [1.4], or various forms of the shell model. Although the

giant dipole resonances (GDR) are most easily excited and best understood, other giant

multipole resonances are studied such as the giant monopole resonance (GMR), the

giant quadrupole resonance (GQR), and their magnetic counterparts. In most of the

studied cases, giant resonances are excited from the ground state of a nucleus and are

said to be built on the ground state. For a recent review of giant resonances built on

ground states see the paper by van der Woude [1.5].

In addition to the giant resonances built on ground states, there has been considerable

work toward understanding giant resonances built on excited states. The Brink-Axel

hypothesis [1.6] states that the excitation energy of photonuclear giant resonances is
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Tz - +1/2 Tz—1/2

Figure 1.1. Analog isovector resonances accessible from a nucleus with ground
state isospin T = 1/2. Analog resonances and analog states are connected by
dashed lines. Arrows indicate reactions which access the individual states,
where the bold arrows indicate transitions available to -K single charge exchange
reactions.

independent of the detailed structure of the initial state from which the resonance is ex-

cited. Thus, giant resonances built on excited states can be found at the same excitation

energy above the excited state as the resonances built on the ground state. The GDR's

built on low-lying excited states were observed throughout the nuclear chart early in the

study of these resonances by means of proton capture reactions [1.7]. More recently

the interest has shifted to GDR's built on states in the continuum [1.8]. For a review

of giant resonances built on excited states see the article by Snover [1.9].

A major goal in the study of giant resonances has been to determine the extent

to which isospin is a good quantum number for these high lying resonances, many of

them embedded in the nuclear continuum. The observed breadth of these resonances,

F « 5 — 10 MeV, indicates they are short lived, r w 10"22 sec, so the Coulomb

perturbation does not have time to affect the system very much. Thus, we might expect

isospin mixing to be small. If isospin is a good quantum number for giant resonances

and the nuclear potential has an isospin dependence, then pure isovector transitions
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would be allowed and one would expect the GDR to be split into two components

having isospin T = |TZ| and T = |TZ|+1. This is called an isospin splitting of the giant

resonance. It was expected that isospin would be a good quantum number for light and

intermediate mass nuclei where Coulomb energies are relatively small [1.10]; however,

the fact that T remained a good quantum number even for the heaviest nuclei was not

expected [1.11].

Another consequence of isospin being a good quantum number is that giant res-

onances having non-zero isospin would have 2T+1 members, referred to as analog

isovector giant resonances. This Tz splitting in isospin space emphasizes that these

resonances are excited by an isovector operator and that analogs of a given isovector

giant resonance can be found in neighboring isobars, i.e., nuclei having the same mass

number but different numbers of protons. Analog isovector resonances are closely re-

lated to one another and can be viewed as being connected by rotations in isospin space.

Fig. 1.1 illustrates T = 3/2, 1/2 isovector giant resonances and their analogs which can

be accessed from a nucleus with ground state isospin T = 1/2. The various analogs

can be reached by charge exchange reactions such as radiative pion capture (K~,J),

muon-capture (/x~,^), and hadronic reactions such as (n,p), (3He,t), and (^.Tr0). The

isovector resonances excited by charge exchange reactions together with the resonances

from inelastic or photo-reactions, all having similar spatial configurations, form an

isospin multiplet identifiable as discretized isospin projections or charge states.

1.3. Selection Rules and Isospin of Giant Resonances

In identifying and classifying different isospin states and resonances, the major

source of information is the application of selection rules. The selection rules for

electromagnetic (EM) transitions have been discussed in detail by Warburton and We-

neser [1.12]. Here, we give the EM rules that are of use in the study of El giant

resonances:

(I) All EM transitions are forbidden unless AT = 0, ± 1 .

(II) Corresponding EM transitions in conjugate nuclei having AT = ±1 are identical in

all respects.

(HI) Corresponding El transitions in conjugate nuclei having AT = 0 or ±1 have equal

strengths.

t In very rare cases T 4 |TZ| in the ground slate.
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(IV) The El transitions in self-conjugate nuclei having AT = 0 are forbidden.

These selection rules come from the one-nucleon nature of the interaction of the nucleus
with a radiation field that can be expanded into electric and magnetic multipoles and
the fact that a nucleon has isospin T = 1/2. Other possible limitations are given in
Ref. 1.12.

In the more general case we can appeal to the more basic principle that if isospin

is conserved in a reaction, then

i.e., the vector sum of the isospins of all particles and quanta in the final state must

equal that in the initial state. As an example we apply Selection Rule V to the process

A + a - » B ,

and obtain

(V) TB = TA + T a , . . . , TA - T,, (TA > T.)

and so on for more complex reactions. We emphasize again that the above rules are

useful in making isospin assignments only if the nuclear states involved are of sufficient

purity. On the other hand, once assignments have been made, the purity of the states

can be assessed by measuring the extent to which the rules are violated.

Since it depends only on charge conservation, the selection rule for Tz in all reactions

is rigorous:

(VI) For EM transitions or particle reactions not involving charge exchange,

ATZ = 0.

(VII) For single charge exchange reactions,
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(VIII) For double charge exchange reactions,

ATZ = ±2.

For the sake of completeness we include the selection rules for angular momentum

and parity. We give only the rule for El radiation,

(IX) AJ = 0, ± 1, with J = 0 - • J = 0 forbidden,

and write down the general conservation principle,

i.e., the vector sum of the spins of all particles and quanta in the final state must equal

that in the initial state.

For reactions in which parity it is conserved we have

(XI)

i.e., the product of the parities of final states and orbital angular momenta must equal

that of the initial states.

To investigate the properties of giant resonances experimenters have used a variety

of particle projectiles such as 7, e~, p, n, a, heavy ions, and more recently the pion.

Each of the different probes and reactions preferentially excite different aspects of giant

resonances because of the differing interactions between projectile and nucleus. For

example, the 7 strongly excites the El giant resonance through an isovector electric

dipole interaction, whereas the a excites non-spin flip, isoscalar giant resonances of

different multipoks: monopole, quadrupole, . . . . Of relevance to this work are pion

single charge exchange reactions where the incident and outgoing (scattered) pion differ

by one unit of charge. Before discussing this class of reactions, we discuss more general

properties of pions and pion reactions.
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1.4. The Pion as a Probe of the Nucleus

The development of high intensity secondary beams of pions and pion spectrometers

at the so-called Meson Factories at Los Alamos (LAMPF), at the University of British

Columbia (TR1UMF), and in Switzerland (PSI, formerly SIN) has enabled the pion to

be used in experiments for studies of nuclear structure, pion-nucleon scattering, pion-

nucleus interactions, the pion absorption process, other physics, and applied research.

The important features of the pion for pion scattering from nuclei are that pions are

strongly interacting, have zero spin, but carry one unit of isospin. A low energy pion

with kinetic energy up to «200 MeV interacts with the surface of a nucleus while

coupling its isospin to that of the nucleus. When pion scattering is used to probe the

structure of nuclei, it is often useful to divide the scattering process into two parts.

One part of the scattering process is governed by the pion-nucleus interaction, while

another is due to the structure of the nucleus independent of the probe. To understand

the latter part it is important to compare the results of measurements using pions with

measurements using other probes. Because the pion has zero spin, for example, reactions

involving pions suppress magnetic or spin-flip transitions in comparison to reactions

involving electrons, protons, and neutrons.

Because the pion is a (pseudoscalar) boson it can be completely absorbed by the

nucleus or it can scatter elastically or inelastically exchanging energy, momentum, or

charge. At energies around the A33 resonance, Tn TH 180 MeV, the pion mean free

path in nuclear matter is around A « 0.7 fm. At these energies the pion probes the

nuclear surface and scatters diffractively in a way that is similar to scattering from a

black disk. Theoretical studies of pion scattering in strong absorption models show that

the scattering is characterized by properties of the nucleus (A, Z, T), and of the pion

(its kinetic energy, its charge +e, 0, or - e , and the pion-nucleus interaction radius R).

As the energy of the incident pion increases, the pion mean free path increases and

the pion becomes more sensitive to the interior of the nucleus, approaching somewhat

the behavior of the electron which probes the entire nuclear volume (due to the infinite

range and weak coupling of the electromagnetic force).

As mentioned earlier, in charge exchange reactions the incident and scattered par-

ticles carry different charges. These reactions can excite analogs of the excitations

produced with inelastic reactions such as (e,e'). or (7r, it'). In particular, it has been
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demonstrated [1.13] that the pion single charge exchange (nSCX) reactions such as

(ir+,w°) can excite analogs of giant resonances seen with other probes such as photonu-

clear reactions. Because of the direct relation between charge and the third component

of isospin, cf. eqn. (1.1), charge exchange reactions are intrinsically isovector. This

makes TTSCX reactions ideal for exploring the extent to which isospin is a good quantum

number and studying the approximate nature of isospin symmetry in nuclei.

This thesis reports the experimental work, data analysis, and interpretation of the

(^•±,jr°) inclusive reactions on 9Be, 12C, and I3C and the (7r+,7r°p) coincidence reaction

on 9Be and 13C at an incident pion energy Tff = 165 MeV. Measurements were made at

the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory. The goal of these experiments has been to observe the isovector giant

dipole resonance (IVGDR) in light nuclei, determine its isospin structure, verify its

multipolarity through inclusive and exclusive angular distribution measurements, study

its decay modes, and establish other general properties.

Chapter 2 presents the motivation for the present work in more detail discussing the

status of the field at the time this work was begun. Chapter 3 discusses experimental

considerations, focusing on the apparatus and the methods employed in this study.

Chapter 4 gives an outline of the data analysis procedures used to determine cross

sections and fits to the data. Chapter 5 presents results of these analyses and fits.

Finally, chapter 6 concludes with a discussion of the results in the context of related

giant resonance work.
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Chapter 2

Motivation

As the study of giant resonances approaches the fifty year mark, it is recognized

that the giant resonance phenomenon has been a very useful testing ground for un-

derstanding the rich structure of nuclei all across the chart of the nuclei. The work

presented here has focused on four aspects of nuclear oscillation modes: (a) estab-

lishing and understanding better the giant dipole resonances (GDR's) in light nuclei,

(b) establishing the properties of analog GDR's by means of ir single charge exchange

(TTSCX) reactions, (c) investigating their isospin structure, especially the characteristics

of isospin splitting, and (d) studying the decay modes of these resonances, especially

their angular correlations and branching ratios.

Actually, the giant dipole resonances in the so-called 4N nuclei, 4He, 8Be, 12C,
16O, ^Ne and up are well-known and studied, but surprisingly little is known about

the resonances in 4N±1 nuclei. To establish the usefulness and validity of the TTSCX

reaction for exciting giant resonances in the light nuclei, the reaction was first used to

observe and study the well-known GDR in mass 12 nuclei. The decision to study the

4N+1 nuclei instead of 4N— 1 nuclei was made because the excitation and proton decay

of the stable 4N+1 nuclei by the (^+,7r°p) process produces 4N nuclei in which the first

T = 1 state is widely separated from low-lying T = 0 states. This situation makes it

possible to separate decays to these different isospin states despite the poor resolution

of the JT° spectrometer (as discussed in chapter 3).

Of the 4N+1 stable nuclei below A = 21, theA = 13 nucleus was selected for

study because the pertinent photonuclear data were quite well established and highly

suggestive of a large, dominant isospin splitting [2.1]. It was interesting not only to

confirm this splitting as revealed by the photonuclear excitations but also to look for it

in the analog nuclei by means of the charge-exchange reactions. After obtaining striking

confirmation of the earlier prediction [2.1] we thought it was then important to see if

this picture was specific to A = 13 nuclei or was also present in other 4N+1 nuclei.

11



12 Chapter 2: Motivation

Thus, the A = 9 were selected for study! Solid targets of 9Be and 13C (the stable A = 9

and 13 nuclei) were readily obtainable with the required thickness at affordable prices.

2.1. Isospin Splitting of Giant Resonances

If isospin is a good quantum number, it is expected that different isospin compo-

nents of a given giant resonance would have different properties: different excitation

energies and strengths, different branchings into the various decay channels, and possi-

bly different angular momenta. Giant resonances having different isospin components

are excited through isovector transitions. If giant resonance components are states of

good isospin then, microscopically, the particle-hole states used to describe the compo-

nents will be constrained by isospin. Macroscopically, the isovector modes are thought

of as oscillations in which the motion of the protons is out of phase with that of the

neutrons.

Several hypotheses have been put forth to explain the origin of isospin splitting.

Detailed shell model calculations which remove isospin degeneracy have predicted

that higher isospin states should generally lie higher in energy than those of lower

isospin [2.2,2.3]. Other models consider the isovector dipole mode as an oscillation of

a rigid neutron sphere against a rigid proton sphere with the restoring force and hence

the isospin splitting proportional to the surface symmetry energy [2.4].

2.2. Pion Charge Exchange Reactions

Charge exchange reactions excite states and resonances in nuclei that are isobars

(having the same A but different Z) of the target nucleus. Giant resonances excited in

this way are built on the target nucleus and are not giant resonances built on the isobar

ground state. Nuclear levels and resonances having the same mass number A, the same

energy, nuclear spin and parity F , isospin T, and spatial configuration, but different

proton number Z are called isobaric analog states and analog resonances.

The pion single charge exchange reaction 0r+,7r°) applied to a nucleus of isospin T,

neutron number N, and charge Z can excite resonances of isospin T - l , T, and T+l

in the Z+l product nucleus (if N > Z+l), while the (7r~,jr°) reaction can excite only

the T+l resonance in the Z - l product nucleus, since states of lower isospin do not

f Although mass 17 nuclei also appear to be interesting to study, the difficulty of obtaining an 17O
target of sufficient purity and thickness to obtain meaningful measurements ruled out this possibility.
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T=172
Tz=+1 0 -1 Tz=+3/2 +1/2 -1/2 -3/2

(TC+7C°) T ^ T

fX. j^\P*
= 1 JAS T=3/2 \IAS

T = 0 T=1/2
Tz=+2 +1 0 -1 -2 Tz=+5/2 +3/2 +1/2-1/2 -3/2 -5/2

Figure 2.1. Pioneers guide to isospin excitations by single charge exchange
reactions. Shown are analog resonances accessible from nuclei with ground
state isospins T = 0, 1/2, 1, and 3/2. The levels are arranged assuming complete
charge symmetry and independence.

exist in this nucleus. Within the target nucleus (fixed Z) both T and T+l resonances

can be excited by non-charge exchange reactions. In all cases in which states of the

same spatial configuration in a given nucleus form isospin multiplets, T—1, T, T+l, the

isospin components are expected [2.5,2.6] to be separated in energy by several MeY.

The cases N = Z and N = Z+l are special cases of this general case, N > Z+l. All the

possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

We can see from Fig. 2.1 how conjugate reactions such as (TT*,^0) can be used

to determine the isospins of resonances. If the resonances are of good isospin, analog

resonances seen in both (7r+,7r°) and (7r",7r°) reactions will have T = Tg.s.+1, whereas

those seen exclusively in (7r+,7r°) reactions will have T = Tgs. or T = Tg-S.—1. (Note

that certain of these latter (7r+,7r°) transitions are missing if the target has T = 0 or

1/2.) Thus, by comparing the spectra from both reactions one can identify the T states

and construct isospin level diagrams of the sort shown in Fig. 2.1 by seeing if the Tz

components of the identified T states line up properly in energy.

Closely related to pion single charge exchange reactions are pion double charge ex-

change (xDCX) reactions (n*,n~) and (w~,n+) in which the incident and scattered pions

differ by two units of charge. Recent studies of giant resonances accessible to 7rDCX
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reactions have revealed remarkable features [2.7,2.8], such as a giant dipole analog res-

onance built on the isobaric analog state (IAS), the so called GDRgtfAS [2.9], and the

double dipole resonance labeled GDR®GDR, an analog GDR built on an analog GDR.

The TTDCX reactions also offer a means of studying multiple scattering and "double

quasi-free" scattering [2.10] owing to the inherent two-nucleon nature of the reaction.

Lastly, one of the leading models of TTDCX, the sequential model, involves sequential

pion single charge exchange (TTSCX) processes to describe the 7rDCX process, making

the understanding of wSCX (studied in this work) very important to an understanding

of TTDCX.

2.3. Giant Resonance Decay Properties

The isospin structure of giant resonances can also be studied through coincidence

reactions such as (7r+,7r°x) where x is, for example, a nucleon or alpha particle. These

coincidence reactions reveal the decay properties of giant resonances. They combine

the isospin selectivity of the TTSCX reactions with the isospin selectivity inherent in the

coincident detection of particles that decay to final states of different isospin. These

measurements also offer a powerful means of studying the configurations of giant reso-

nances. The energy spectrum of the decay particles can be used to decompose the giant

resonance into components which decay to the ground state, first excited state, etc. of

the final nucleus, states of known configuration. Varying the angle of observation can

then be used to determine angular correlations of the giant resonance decay particles

which provide information on spins and parities.

Angular correlations in particle reactions have been treated by many authors. In

order to select the considerations appropriate to our study, we give a brief classification

of particle reactions that is appropriate to angular correlation calculations:

(I) Two stage (or step) reactions of the type A(a,b)B in which the direction of one

particle is fixed while the direction of the other is varied.

(II) Three stage reactions of the type A(a,b)B(c)C in which two separate intermediate

states are created. These can be reduced to two stage reactions by one of the

following conditions:

(i) One of the particles is unobserved.
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(ii) The angle between the directions of two of the particles is fixed, while the

direction of the other particle is varied. It is usually advantageous for the fixed

angle to have a special value such as TT.

(HI) Two consecutive particles constitute a direct reaction with the nucleus that can

generally be described as the interaction of a quantum with the nucleus. Then the

direction of the third particle is varied relative to the fixed direction of the quantum

along the direction of momentum transfer in the direct reaction. If this condition is

present only a single intermediate state is formed.

In general, the panicles in these correlations can be incoming or outgoing and can be

of any type that have good quantum numbers / and s.

Angular correlations for reactions of category I have been used extensively and are

the basis for most of the myriad of spin-parity assignments in nuclear spectroscopy. For

7-rays and spinless particles the angular correlations such as for (7,7), (0,7) or (a,a)

are easily calculated and can be expressed as series in well-known angle functions such

as the Legendre polynomials. They will involve parameters only to the extent that the

7 multipolarities and a orbital angular momenta are mixed. Particles with spin will

introduce additional parameters to handle the different possible spin combinations. Full

calculational details can be found in the very useful set of notes by Wilkinson [2.11].

Angular correlations for category III reduce formally to those for case I with their

attendant simplicity, but may require special considerations to treat the direct reaction.

An example of this category would be the (d,p) stripping reaction in which a neutron

is stripped from the deuteron in the direct reaction and is absorbed by the target nu-

cleus. Thus, the correlation reduces to a simple, two stage (n/y) capture reaction which

belongs to category I. Another example would be the (e, e'x) reaction in which the

(e,e') excitation can be attributed to a virtual photon that enters the target nucleus along

the direction of momentum transfer. This EM process, can be calculated within the

framework of inelastic electron scattering and for a full treatment the reader is referred

to Ref. 2.12 and references therein.

In categories I and III, the direction of the fixed particle or quantum provides an

axis of symmetry relative to which the correlation is measured. The calculation is

considerably simplified if this direction is selected as the axis of quantization relative

to which the orientation of the intermediate state is specified. It is this orientation that

produces the non-isotropic angular correlation which can be expressed as a sum of the
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angular correlations for each "magnetic" sublevel m of the intermediate state, weighted

by the population of that sublevel.

In reactions of category II no obvious preferred axis of symmetry exists in the

general case and the computational simplicity of cases I and III is lost. Nevertheless,

after considerable computation the final result can still be expressed as a series in angle

functions of two variables, typically 0 and <f>, of the particle moving relative to one

of the fixed particles. Two exceptions to this more complicated case are the case of

an unobserved radiation and that of two parallel or antiparallel radiations. In these

cases, the computations are a little more complex than in cases I or III but the physical

simplicity is retained [2.13].

We now come to the reaction used here to study giant resonances: the two-step,

three-particle, hadronic reaction Ni(fl-+,7r°)Nr(p)N2. Since a comprehensive theoretical

treatment of angular correlations in such a reaction has not been given, we cannot

hope to calculate numerical angular correlation functions. However, to the extent that

we can characterize the (JT^JT0) reaction in the same way as the (e,e') reaction as a

direct process producing an excited nucleus through an "interaction quantum," we may

consider only the angular correlations of the decay particles. In this case, we could

express a correlation as a sum of the correlations of individual sublevels of the giant

resonance, weighted by the populations of these sublevels, but their populations are

unknown in the absence of an appropriate calculation of the TTSCX interaction.

At this point, however, we can appeal to some general features of angular correlation

theory. Consider an angular correlation in a reaction of the type

Ni(q,c)N2,

where Ni and N2 are initial and final nuclei, q and c are particles or quanta, either

incoming or outgoing, and the intermediate state is a single, isolated resonance. The

angular correlation can then be expressed as

K

) (2.1)

where 9qc is the angle between the directions of q and c and n is an integer. The

important quantity is the complexity parameter K which limits the summation. An

important goal is to determine K from a careful measurement of the angular correlation.
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If we describe the reaction in terms of its angular momenta

Ji(Li)Jr(L2)J2,

where the J's represent angular momenta of the initial, intermediate, and final states

and the L's arc the orbital angular momenta of particles or the multipolarity of radiation

(expressed as 2L) of incoming or outgoing particles, the importance of K lies in the

statement that [2.13]

K < the smallest value among Li, Jr, or L^. (2.2)

This restriction leads to some important conclusions for our work:

(1) If K = 0 the isotropic angular distribution is consistent with a monopole resonance,

but higher multipole assignments are not ruled out.

(2) If K = 1 the distribution is consistent with a dipole resonance; higher multipoles

are not ruled out, but a pure monopole assignment can be excluded.

(3) If K = 2 the distribution is consistent with a quadrupole resonance; higher multipoles

are not ruled out, but pure dipole or monopole assignments are excluded;

and so on. Other applications of the condition (2.2) can be developed as needed. Also,

the extension of the above discussion to the more complicated cases of transitions with

mixed L and resonances of mixed J are straightforward but more complex and can be

found in convenient form in Ref. 2.11.

From the above discussion we find that for a dipole resonance the expected angular

correlation of decay particles relative to the momentum transfer axis is of the form

W q p ) = Wo [1 + a2P2(cos 0qp)], (2-3)

where the coefficient a2 depends on details of the angular correlation, P2(cos #<„,) is

the second order Legendre polynomial, Wo is the overall normalization connected with

the total cross section, and &<# is the angle between the direction of the outgoing decay

particle and the momentum transfer axis q as defined in our case by the (TT+,X°) reaction.

The picture to keep in mind is one where the dipole resonance is aligned relative to

the q axis determined by the (TT*,W°) process. It then decays emitting protons in an
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+ aP2(coseqp),

i& beam

scattering plane

dipole alignment
axis q

Figure 2.2. Illustration showing the alignment of a dipole state by the (7r+,7r°)
process, which then de-excites by proton emission. The (7r+,7r°) reaction de-
termines the jr° scattering plane and the direction of the momentum transfer q.
The decay is azimuthally symmetric being constant along any cone of constant
flqp (indicated by the unshaded circle), where B^ is the angle between the pro-
ton direction and the axis q. An angular correlation is described by a vector of
length 1 +aP2(cos 0qp) which sweeps out the hatched area in the proton emission
plane as 6qp goes from 0 to x. The shaded circle is swept out by a vector of
constant length 1 + a. The example shown is for a « 0.7.

azimuthally symmetric dipole distribution, eq. (2.3), oriented along q. The direction of

q is a function of the momenta of 7r+ and TT°, and the angle between them. A typical

case is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

By measuring the energy spectrum of the intermediate particle JT° emitted in the

two-step process, N1(7r+,7r°)Nr(p)N2, one can determine if identifiable resonances are

excited in the intermediate nucleus Nr. If one further observes the spectrum of the

decay particles p one can determine whether the final nucleus N2 is left in certain

discrete states. If the yields of decay particles are then measured as a function of
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angle, the desired angular correlations can be constructed for specified regions of an

intermediate giant resonance and for the various final states in the resonance decay.

Angular correlations of this type have been measured for all the main kinds of par-

ticles: electromagnetic, (7,p) [2.14] or (e, e'p) [2.15]; mesonic (this work); or baryonic,

(a, a'p) [2.16,2.17]. One of the features revealed by these studies, especially those

involving the heavy baryonic probes, is the existence of a strong direct, one-step com-

ponent of the type Ni+a—>N2 + a ' + p mixed with the two-step resonance process,

Ni + a —» NJ + a' —> N2 + p + a'. The reaction times for these two processes are quite

different, with r-direct -C r-resonance, so the reactions could be largely incoherent with

respect to each other. Nevertheless, great care must be exercised in the analysis of the

angular correlations to obtain meaningful results.

By way of summary we see that if the excitation and subsequent decay of the

giant resonance can be viewed as a two step process, Ni —• Nr —> N2, the extraction of

information from the data is considerably simplified. In our case the Ni -+ N, step is

the TTSCX excitation. A measurement of the decay process relative to the direction of

the excitation process of the giant resonance can then give information on the properties

of the giant resonance as follows:

• The angular correlation of a decay particle (relative to the momentum transfer

axis in the excitation process) can depend on the angular momentum Jr of the

giant resonance through condition (2.2). Thus, the angular correlation can give

information on the multipolarity of the resonance.

• The angular correlation also can depend on the orbital angular momenta Li and

L2 involved in the transitions Ni —• Nr and Nr -> N2 through condition (2.2). A

knowledge of these quantities then plays an important role in determining the spin

and the parity of the giant resonance (through Selection Rules X and XI) if the

initial and final spins and parities in the complete reaction are known.

• The isospin of the giant resonance is related to the isospin of the initial nucleus and

the isospin transfer in the (7r+,7r°) process, and separately to the isospins of the final

particles, according to Selection Rule V. Thus, knowing the initial particles and

identifying the decay particles can aid in determining the isospin of the resonance.

• The branching ratios and angular properties of the available decay channels can

help to determine the particle-hole structure of the giant resonance and in some

cases overlapping resonances can be separated on the basis of their decay products.
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2.4. Previous and Related Work

This work is also motivated by some earlier photonuclear studies of giant dipole

resonances in the light nuclei and theoretical calculations based on them. Instead of pho-

tonuclear excitation, our investigation utilized the pion single charge exchange TTSCX

as a probe to excite analog giant resonances. Previous photonuclear studies of mass 13

nuclei [2.1] showed considerable evidence of dominant isospin structure in the photonu-

clear giant resonance of 13C. However, photonuclear studies of the 9Be nucleus [2.18-

2.20] gave conflicting evidence for similar structure in the GDR of 9Be. The highly

accurate (p,j) measurements in the 17F nucleus [2.21] revealed structure that could

be correlated with isospin structure predicted by theory [2.3]. Later came a body of

investigations [2.22-2.29] on 7rSCX, both experimental and theoretical, to study giant

resonances in medium to heavy nuclei. A brief review of all these studies related to the

present work is given here.

Measday et al. [2.1] carried out a careful analysis of the available photonuclear

data on mass 13 giant resonances. Comparison of three reactions: (i) l3C(7,n)12C,

(ii) I3C(7,p)12B, and (iii) 13N(7,p0)12Cgs., and consideration of the possible isospin

and particle-hole structures of the mass 13 giant resonances led to the conclusions

summarized in Fig. 2.3. Absorption of a 7 on the ground state of 13C (T = 1/2) can

excite both T = 1/2 and T = 3/2 giant resonances according to Selection Rule I. The

curve from reaction (i) shows resonances at 13.5,21.5, and 26 MeV. The great strengths

of the resonances indicate El excitations. In reaction (ii) only the upper resonance is

seen. This is because the (7,p) reaction threshold is high enough, about 15 MeV, above

the (7,n) threshold to eliminate the lower two resonances. The third reaction (iii) selects

a specific reaction channel to the I2C ground state. Because the proton has T = 1/2 and

the 12C ground state T = 0, the resonances at 13.5 and 21.5 MeV excited by reaction (iii)

should be predominantly T = 1/2 according to Selection Rule V .

But what is the isospin of the third resonance at 26 MeV? From reactions (i) and (ii),

it could have either or both T = 1/2 and 3/2 since the resonance can decay to either T = 0

or T = 1 levels in 12C and 12B. However, if this resonance had a significant component

of T = 1/2, then it should appear significantly in reaction (iii) as well. But it does not.

The probable explanation is that the resonance at 26 MeV is predominantly T = 3/2

(Selection Rule V) . Decisive experiments on l3N(7;p0,pi,.. .)12C or 13C(7;no,ni,.. .)I2C
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Figure 2.3. Photonuclear curves compiled by Measday et al. (above) and the
proposed associated nuclear levels and transitions (below). The solid curves and
arrows indicate the reaction 13C(7,n), the dotted curves and arrows 13C(7,p),
and the dashed curves and arrows 13N(7,po). The lower resonances and strength
below the 12B+p threshold must have T = 1/2. The upper resonance, which can
go energetically to states having isospin T = 1+1/2 but is almost entirely absent
from the 13N(7,po) reaction (phantom arrow), should be predominantly T = 3/2.
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in which both T = 0 and 1 final states were resolved would have settled the question

but they are difficult experiments. Our first set of measurements on 13C sought to verify

the picture described above by comparing the " Q T T * , ^ 0 ) inclusive reactions. This is

the equivalent of comparing the 13C(7,p) and 13C(7,n) reactions in the photonuclear

work. In a more direct measurement, the 13COr+,7r°p) coincidence reaction, in which

the proton spectrum was resolved, was studied; this is equivalent to the first crucial

experiment mentioned above.

The theoretical calculations of Easlea [2.2] describing the giant dipole resonance

in 13C were motivated by the work of Measday et al. Easlea removed the isospin

degeneracy among the \hu transitions, thus breaking the GDR into isospin components.

He considered the I3C nucleus to be composed of a I2C core with a lpi/2 valence

neutron. Using single particle excitations of the core and of the valence neutron along

with various valence-particle and valence-hole couplings, he found that the GDR did

indeed break up into T = 1/2 and T = 3/2 components that were entirely consistent with

the isospin splitting shown in Fig. 2.3.

Following the theoretical calculations of Easlea and the experimental work on the

mass 17 system, came the theoretical calculations by Albert et al. [2.3] on the mass 13

and mass 17 nuclei using two kinds of particle-hole interactions: (i) a 6-function po-

tential referred to as the Soper interaction and (ii) a smooth, separable function referred

to as the Tabakin potential. Giant resonance strength distributions and electron scatter-

ing form factors were then calculated for the 13C and I7O resonances. The theoretical

dipole strength distribution for 13C is shown in Fig. 2.4. There is convincing agreement

between this strength distribution and the experimental situation shown in Fig. 2.3. The

theory shows the double peaking of the T = 1/2 strength, reveals the dominant T = 3/2

component, and obtains almost quantitative agreement with the observed excitation en-

ergies. This was the state of understanding of giant resonances in mass 13 nuclei before

the current work.

In the mass 9 nuclei there have been several photonuclear (7,n) measurements

but little other work. The principal (7,n) results are collected in Fig. 2.5 where the

energy scales of the various curves have been adjusted (to the extent possible) so that

important structures would line up. The most informative curve is that of Ref. 2.18 at

the top of Fig. 2.5. A possible broad, low-lying resonance is seen in the 4-16 MeV

region. Broad, high-lying strength appears above 18 MeV with pronounced intermediate

structure at about 23 MeV. The data below about 20 MeV are corroborated by several
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Figure 2.4. The theoretical dipole strength distributions for photoabsorption
on I3C divided into T = 1/2 and T = 3/2 contributions. Reference 2.3.

other investigations shown by the data points. Below about 28 MeV the data from

Ref. 2.19, shown in the middle graph of Fig. 2.5, also agree very well with the features

in the top picture, but with somewhat better resolution.

The striking discrepancy in this body of work appears in the data [2.20] at the bottom

of Fig. 2.5. No yield is found below 18 MeV and little evidence for any structure appears

in the region of the main GDR above 20 MeV, although the resolution, as judged by

the rise in the yield just above 20 MeV, would seem to be good enough to indicate the

type of structure seen in the other experiments. Since these discrepancies bear directly

on the isospin and configurational structure of the GDR in mass 9 nuclei and because

of the success of our studies on the mass 13 nuclei, it was decided to investigate the

former nuclei with the same method and detail as was applied to the latter.

Theoretical treatments of mass 9 resonances are very sparse; two references are

mentioned in Ref. 2.19, one being from an unpublished thesis. It would appear that a

theoretical study of the mass 9 system would be very useful in demonstrating whether

the picture in mass 13 is unique or is characteristic of 4N+1 nuclei in general.

Erell et al. [2.23] performed a comprehensive experimental study of isovector reso-

nances excited by 7rSCX reactions. Their work provided the first experimental evidence
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for the giant isovector monopole resonance in analog nuclei, as well as a systematic sur-

vey of El resonances excited in these nuclei. The failure to excite magnetic resonances

by TTSCX confirms that the spinless pion does not couple well to these modes. Cross sec-

tion curves from (^.w0) were measured at an incident pion energy of TV = 165 MeV

on a series of nuclei from ^Ca to 208Pb. The analyses of these measurements gave

the energies, widths, and cross sections for the monopole and dipole resonances as a

function of mass number A. Information on the pion-nucleus interaction radius was ob-

tained from inclusive (TT*,^0) angular distributions and evidence for unresolved isospin

splitting was deduced by comparing the centroids of analog resonances excited by the

(7r+,7r°) and (7r~,7r°) reactions. Doron et al. [2.22] made measurements on the reaction
13C(7r+,7r°)13NiAs which excites the ground state of 13N. The good agreement with mea-

surements from the present work illustrates the reproducibility of such measurements,

giving an indication of the reliability of the 7rSCX measurements. Irom et al. [2.24]

have made measurements of the excitation of IVGR's at 120, 165, and 230 MeV. Rokni

et al. [2.25] and Loveman et al. [2.26] studied IAS and IVGDR transitions at energies

above the A33 resonance which showed that the ratio of the resonant to the non-resonant

cross section increases with pion energy from 300 MeV to 550 MeV.

Detailed theoretical studies have been reported by Johnson [2.27] on 7rSCX; Auer-

bach and Klein [2.29] on isovector giant dipole resonances; and Gal [2.28] on strong-

absorption models. Johnson's work derives analytic formulas for the oscillatory angular

distributions for excitations of analog states by TTSCX and TTDCX reactions. These

formulas are given in terms of nuclear density functions p(r), pp(r), and pn(r), thereby

removing any nuclear structure dependences. Johnson also points out that the TTSCX

reaction should be a sensitive probe of the neutron halo or neutron excess. Gal derived

similar formulas for angular distributions of excitations of giant resonances by 7rSCX

in the region of the A3,3 resonance. From these works one can show that good approx-

imations to the full theoretical angular distributions are given by the cylindrical Bessel

function forms discussed in chapter 4.

It is interesting to note that indications of the Z + 2 analog isovector giant reso-

nances in mass 9 and 13 nuclei were probably seen early in spectra involving JTDCX

reactions [2.30], however, the authors did not attempt to identify these collective states.

More recent measurements on many different nuclei, including 13C, later correctly iden-

tified and studied the mass 13 resonance [2.9]. Such resonances would be the Tz = —3/2

members of the T = 3/2 giant resonances (seen in our work) excited by (?r+,7r~) from
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Figure 2.6. TTDCX spectra for 9C and 13O. Reference 2.30. The reactions are
I3C(7r+,7r-)!3O and 9Be(7r+,7r-)9C. The broad bumps at Q = -26.5 (top plot)
and - 2 3 MeV (bottom plot), respectively, are at the expected locations of the
Tz = -3 /2 members of the T = 3/2 GDR's studied in the present work.

the stable nuclei 9Be and I3C having ground state isospin 1/2; see Fig. 2.1. Shown in

Fig. 2.6 are the TTDCX spectra of Burleson et al. [2.30], excited in the 9Be(7r+,7r-)9C

and 13C(7r+
57r-)13O reactions, where the 9C and 13O ground states are easily identi-

fied. Also clearly seen are broad bumps, about 6.5 MeV above their ground states,

which we identify as the analog GDR's. The expected mode of excitation would be

the two-step process GDR®IAS through the ground states of the Tz = -1 /2 mirror

nuclei. We will discuss these resonances along with the results of our measurements in

chapter 5.
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Experiment

The experiments on which this study is based were conducted at the LAMPF facil-

ity at the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico. Most of the equipment and

the facilities used in these experiments are available for use with projects approved by

the laboratory's director. Special equipment, such as the scattering chamber and coin-

cidence detectors, is designed and built by the experimenters with the aid of laboratory

staff. This chapter discusses the experimental method, the experimental apparatus and

setup, performance of the apparatus, and routine experimental procedures carried out in

preparation for and during data taking.

3.1. General Considerations

At the focus of the experiments reported here are measurements of the decay modes

of isovector giant dipole resonances in light nuclei by means of coincidence experiments.

By studying these giant resonance decays, we can develop a more detailed understanding

of the resonance properties. In particular, the coincidence method can provide a direct

determination of the isospin properties of a decaying resonance. The excitation of the

resonance by different (charge exchange) probes can also provide information on the

isospin and other properties. Therefore, we considered two parts to the experimental

study of giant resonances and their isospin structure:

• establishing and determining the properties of a giant resonance by means of the in-

clusive (7r+,7T°) and (7r~,7r°) single charge exchange (SCX) reactions and comparing

these reactions to determine isospin components of the giant resonances, and

• observing the decay of the giant resonance by means of the (7r+,7r°p) coincidence

reaction, where the decay particles p are detected in coincidence with the scattered

projectile ir° to confirm the isospin assignments and establish other properties.

27
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For the nuclei chosen for study, the giant resonance region lies at an excitation

energy of a few MeV to about 30 MeV. A measurement of the energy spectra of the TT°

particles in the inclusive reactions (TT+.TT0) and (TT~,7TO) determines the excitation func-

tions of the giant resonance. Comparison of the two excitation functions for ATZ = ±1

transitions and consideration of the energy thresholds and the pertinent isospin selec-

tion rules permit location and identification of the analog isovector giant resonances

as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The giant resonance can decay by emitting particles such as

protons with energies up to about 30 MeV. A measurement of the energies of both the

5r° and the decay particle determines the excitation energy in the giant resonance and in

the.residual nucleus. Sufficient energy resolution permits a determination of the energy

levels of the residual nucleus into which the giant resonance decays. In most cases, the

spin, parity, and isospin of the levels in the initial and residual nuclei are known. Thus,

the information about the decay of the giant resonance along with the selection rules

given in chapter 1 can be used to constrain the multipolarity, parity, and isospin of the

resonance.

The inclusive measurements of the reactions (7r+,7r°) and (ir~,n°) were made in

order to look for and identify the analog dipole resonances, to obtain the reaction

angular distributions and to establish that the resonances are excited strongly enough

for coincidence measurements to be feasible. The (7r+,7r°p) coincidence measurements

were made by detecting a proton from the decay of the giant resonance in coincidence

with the 7T° from the excitation of the resonance. The proton was selected for study

over the neutron as the particle decay threshold is lower for the proton than for the

neutron, the proton detection efficiency is essentially 100%, and proton emission leads

to a 4N nucleus.

The inclusive measurements served also to optimize the coincidence setup by de-

termining the maximum in the n° angular distribution so that the TT° spectrometer could

be set at this maximum. Then the coincidence particle detectors (six in number) were

arranged to cover the full angular range of particle decay relative to the axis of momen-

tum transfer. Once the beam channel and the n° spectrometer are set up, x+ and TT~

beams are obtained for measurements of the two inclusive reactions (TT^,^0) by simply

reversing the polarities of the beam channel magnets, thereby changing the charge of

the beam particles.

The nuclei 9Be and 13C are the only stable mass 9 and 13 isotopes. For these

nuclei the (7r+,7r°p) process produces residual nuclei 8Be and 12C having large excitation
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energies from the ground state to the first excited state and very large excitations to the

lowest T = 1 states. For 8Be the separations are 3.0 and 16.6 MeV and for 12C 4.4 and

15.1 MeV, respectively. These large separations make it possible to (partially) resolve

these states in this experiment.

Both 8Be and 12C have ground state spin and parity T" = 0+. Dipole resonances in
9B and 13N could have J* = l/2+, 3/2+, or 5/2+. Proton decay from these resonances to

a 0+ ground state could proceed with / = 0, 2 partial waves. If V = 3/2+ or 5/2+ then

1 = 2 and the expected P2(cos 6) term in the decay particle angular correlation would be

indicative of a dipole resonance. At least three detectors are required to be sensitive to

a P2(cos 9) component in the angular correlation. Our apparatus used six detectors.

3.2. Apparatus

The experimental apparatus consists of:

• a beam of pions,

• a target,

• the LAMPF ir° spectrometer,

• an array of proton detectors inside an evacuated target chamber,

• electronics and a computer to record scattering events,

• lead and concrete to shield detectors from beam halo and backgrounds.

The primary components of the experimental setup are illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

Beams

The linear accelerator at LAMPF produces a beam of protons with energy up to

800 MeV and current up to 1 mA. The proton beam passes through several production

targets which are sources of pions for secondary beams. Our experiments used the Low

Energy Pion (LEP) channel [3.1] allocated for 21 days (502 hours) in 1987 and 18 days

(378 hours) in 1990. This was sufficient for setup, calibrations, and acquisition of data

with modest statistical accuracy.

The LEP channel is an evacuated beamline shown schematically in Fig. 3.2. The

magnet system consisting of two quadrupole magnets, followed by four momentum se-

lecting dipole magnets, followed by two quadrupole magnets. The quadrupoles provide

focusing at strategic places and finally at the target location. Pairs of collimating jaws
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Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus in the laboratory,
as viewed from above. The beam of pions enters from the left through the LEP
beam channel and slide valve (SV3).
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MID-
CHANNEL

Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of the LEP beamline; from Ref. 3.1. The ele-
ments labeled Q represent quadrupole magnets while those labeled D represent
dipole magnets. The central trajectory is indicated by the solid curve which
passes through all of the elements.

along the channel serve to select the channel acceptance, determine the momentum bite

Ap/p, and define the final beam spot. The momentum (energy) of the particles trans-

ported along the central axis of the channel is determined principally by the strengths of

the dipole fields and the amount of beam degrading material inserted into the path of the

beam at the mid-channel location. Beam degraders consist of different thickness of CH2

and beryllium, which are used to separate particles of different mass (e.g., electrons,

pions, and protons) by their different energy loss characteristics.

The pion beam from the LEP beamline enters the scattering chamber from the

left in Fig. 3.1 and is focused onto the target forming a spot 4 mm wide and 10 mm

high. Horizontal steering was achieved with an additional steering magnet, located after

the last quadrupole; the last bending magnet was used for vertical steering. Beyond

the horizontal steering magnet was an 8 inch thick lead wall into which a lead (Pb)

collimator was inserted to suppress beam halo. After passing through the target and

scattering chamber, the rr beam traverses an ion chamber which continuously monitors

the beam flux and provides a measure of the total integrated flux of pions that impinges

on the target. For all of our measurements the LEP channel was tuned for T* = 165 MeV.

Targets

In the inclusive measurements the targets can be reasonably thick since the energy

loss for charged pions traversing matter is relatively small. However, in the coincidence

experiments the targets should be thin in order to minimize energy loss and multiple

scattering by the protons exiting the target, yet thick enough to give enough yield to

make the experiment feasible. This problem was solved by using different targets for

the two types of experiments.
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Both thick and thin targets of natural beryllium (100% 9Be) metal, 1.14 and

0.285 g/cm2 thick, and compacted carbon powder (enriched to 90% 13C by weight),

0.80 and 0.046 g/cm2 thick, were used for the inclusive and coincidence measurements,

respectively. For the inclusive observations on 12C, a natural graphite (98.9% 12C) tar-

get, 1.03 g/cm2 thick, was used. Polyethylene (CH2) targets, 1.207 g/cm2 thick, were

employed to provide cross section normalizations and optimization of the spectrometer

performance. During the experiments, up to five targets of differing thickness and ma-

terial could be mounted on the target ladder located inside the vacuum chamber. This

scheme enabled placing five different targets in the beam without breaking the vacuum.

7ro Spectrometer

Essential to this work is the LAMPF ir° spectrometer [3.2]. The design of this

instrument is based on the principle decay mode

7T° - > 2 7

with a branching fraction of 98.798%. Each 7 has a nominal energy of haJf the total

energy of the TT° and so is very penetrating. The energy and scattering angle of the TT° can

be determined by measuring the energies and angles of the decay 7's in the laboratory.

A good measure of the opening angle of the two 7's can give a good measure of the

7r° energy. Because the lifetime of the n° (r = 8.4 x 10"17 s, CT = 2.6 x 107 fm) is

much shorter than the resolving time of the detector electronics, which is on the order

of nanoseconds (10~9 s), the decay can be considered instantaneous; therefore a good

coincidence can be required of the 27 detection.

The LAMPF 7r° spectrometer, shown in Fig. 3.3, is a position sensitive pair spec-

trometer consisting of two arms for detection of coincident 7's from TT° decay. Each arm

consists of a set of three 7-ray conversion systems, placed in series, followed by a close

packed array of lead-glass calorimeter blocks. Each conversion system consists of a

plate of lead-glass (conversion plane), a sheet of plastic scintillator, and three planes of

wire chambers (x:y:x'). The 7-rays that interact in a conversion plane produce charged

particle showers which pass through the subsequent scintillator and wire chambers,

through any following conversion systems, and finally into the calorimeter blocks. The

scintillators provide fast timing information to determine the coincidence. Tracks in the

wire chambers determine the coordinates of the conversion 7's. The calorimeter blocks

give a crude measure of the energy of each 7. For our experiments, the TT° spectrometer

was operated at a target-to-first-converter distance of 1.1 meters, with the two 7-arms in
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Figure 3.3. The LAMPF TT° spectrometer from Ref. 4.1.
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a plane that was perpendicular to the horizontal scattering plane. A detailed description

of this instrument can be found in Ref. 3.2.

For an inclusive angular distribution measurement the TT° spectrometer is positioned

at a series of angles so as to cover the desired range of angles. For a coincidence

correlation measurement the ir° spectrometer is set at the angle where the inclusive GDR

cross section is largest, and then the six proton telescopes are located at appropriate

angles between q and - q to obtain the angular correlation.

Proton Detectors and Scattering Chamber

The proton detector array and targets were housed in a light tight chamber that was

evacuated to remove the energy loss, straggling and multiple scattering that the protons

would have experienced in air. In the chamber vacuum, protons with energies as low

as about 1 MeV could be readily detected. The target is tilted so as to minimize the

thicknesses traversed by the protons in traveling to the proton telescopes. This also has

the desired effect of increasing the target thickness "seen" by the beam.

Requirements for the proton detectors are that they must measure the energy and

angle of the decay particles, identify them as protons, and have fast enough time re-

sponse to ensure that the decay came immediately after (simultaneous with) the GDR

excitation by the Or+,jr°) reaction. The detectors should have large solid angle coverage

to increase the counting rates, but not so large as to spoil the angular resolution. The

detectors should be located out of the path of the incoming and outgoing beam and its

halo.

Stopping the protons in a thick plastic scintillator permits a good determination of

the protons' energy with nanosecond timing. An additional thin scintillator in front of

the stopping scintillator provides particle identification by the AE-E method. A third

scintillator behind the stopping scintillator will register if a particle does not stop in

the previous scintillator. The set of three scintillators is called a telescope and provides

the information listed above. The first scintillator is designated as AE, the second as

E, and the third as Veto. Further details of the proton telescopes are given below in

connection with the electronic circuit used for extracting information from a telescope.

The layout of the six scintillator telescopes shown in Fig. 3.1 was chosen in order

to satisfy the requirements given above as well as for its simplicity. A notable feature

of this particular layout is that the two groups of three telescopes are complementary

to each other, while the complete array of six telescopes in the scattering plane covers
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the angles Oqp from 0° to 180° with respect to the momentum transfer direction q

as defined by the (7r+,7r°) process. Each telescope consists of three scintillators, a

AE (1/8 inch thick), an E (1/4 inch), and a Veto (1/8 inch), each having dimensions

of 15 cm wide x 30 cm high. A telescope is shown in Fig. 3.4. The center of each

scintillator was located 30 cm from the target (see Fig. 3.1) so that the solid angle of

each telescope was nominally Afip = 0.44 sr. Optical fibers couple the top and bottom

ends of the scintillators to Lucite light guides which conduct the light from the vacuum

region through appropriate lead-throughs to photomultiplier tubes outside the vacuum

chamber. The use of optical fibers simplified the design of the detectors by permitting a

180° bend in the light guides attached to the bottom ends of the scintillators. However,

the inability to cover the ends of the scintillators completely with fibers (65% coverage)

did result in a reduction of photon collection efficiency and therefore loss of energy

resolution.

The amount of light produced in a scintillator is related to the energy deposited in the

scintillator. One can determine the energy of a particle by stopping it in a scintillator and

measuring the amount of light produced. Cecil et al. [3.3] have determined an empirical

relation for the light produced by protons stopping in a scintillator relative to the light

produced by electrons. This nonlinear relation is given in terms of electron equivalent

energy in units of MeVee. Thus, one must calibrate the detectors using electrons.

For this we used through-going, minimum ionizing (MI) electrons to determine the

response of the detectors and their readout electronics. An additional scintillator (TAG)

counter was placed outside the scattering chamber, behind each telescope, to define more

strictly the trajectory of a minimum ionizing particle which originated in the target and

then passed through the scintillators. We then measured the light produced by stopped

protons and converted from electron equivalent energy to proton energy according to

the relation of Cecil et al.

In order to reject particles other than protons which also stop in our detectors,

we perform particle identification using the AE-E method and time-of-fiight (TOF)

information. The AE-E method requires the particles to pass through a thin scintillator

(AE) before stopping in a subsequent scintillator (E) or scintillators. The particle's

energy loss in the AE scintillator as a function of its total, initial energy is characteristic

of the type of particle (electron, pion, proton, etc.). A plot of AE vs. E approximates

the familiar dE/dx curves for the different particles which stop in the detector. For a

AE scintillator of 1/8 inch thickness, a proton must have an energy of at least 17 MeV
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light guides to PMTs

BC404
scintillator

30 cm

optical fibers to light guides

Figure 3.4. Illustration of a AE-E proton telescope showing the three scin-
tillators, AE-E, E, and V, with optical fibers attached to both of their ends.
These optical fibers conduct the light to the light guides which pass through the
chamber wall and are connected to photomultiplier tubes.
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to pass through and into the following scintillator. The combined thickness of the AE

and E scintillators used in our detectors ranges up to 31 MeV protons.

A measure of the time required for a particle to traverse a known distance or time-

of-flight, combined with a measure of the particle's energy can provide another good

particle identification, especially for low energy particles including protons. For proton

energies above a detection threshold of about 0.5 MeV, but below 17 MeV, TOF provides

the only possible particle identification. Above about 17 MeV, AE-E and TOF vs. E

provide redundant particle identification. Representative plots of actual data from our

measurements are presented in the following chapter.

Electronics and Computer

Standard NIM electronics were used for the proton arm detectors to:

• process the signals from the proton detectors,

• generate hardware event triggers,

• digitize the analog voltage signals (ADC),

• digitize the timing signals (TDC),

• and record clock pulses and other logic signals (sealers).

A schematic diagram of the electronics for one telescope is shown in Fig. 3.5. This is

duplicated six times, once for each telescope.

Each telescope has five photomultiplier tubes (PMT's): two for the AE plastic

scintillator (designated DET and DEB for the top and bottom, respectively, of the

AE scintillator), two for the E plastic scintillator (ET and EB), and one for the veto

plastic scintillator (V). The high voltage for each PMT is set so that the detector-PMT

assembly has a dynamic range of about 35, which is the ratio of the maximum proton

energy deposited (17 MeV) to the minimum ionizing (MI) peak energy (0.5 MeV).

Because of variations in the electronic gains and photocathode efficiencies among the

PMT's, the PMT signals were finally gain matched using variable gain amplifiers. Each

photomultiplier signal is then split into an analog branch and a logic branch. The analog

branch is digitized using charge integrating ADC's gated by an event trigger generated

by the logic branch. The logic signals for the logic branch are produced using constant

fraction discriminators (CFD). They are used to generate event triggers and TDC stop

signals, with which to control data taking, and to construct flags and words as part of

the data stream, such as the data words from pattern units.
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Two types of event triggers, proton (P) and minimum ionizing (MI), are produced

for each telescope. Proton triggers P and minimum ionizing triggers MI are defined as:

P = A£*V,

MI = AE*E * V * TAG.

The MI events are pre-scaled in hardware by a factor of 1000. The six P signals from the

six telescopes are combined into a logical OR making the POR signal, which indicates

a proton event in any one of the telescopes. The same arrangement is made for the MI

signals giving the MOR signal.

The POR and MOR signals are made available to the n° spectrometer output where

the coincidence interface is constructed (see Fig. 3.6). A logical AND signal derived

from the POR and w° MASTER DATA signals is called the w°-p coincidence signal.

A logical OR signal from the n°-p and MOR signal provides the EVENT 6 signal.

The rest of the interface produces separate TDC start signals for P and MI events, and

EVENT 6 triggers going to the proton arm (for ADC and pattern unit gates) and the

hardware trigger module.

Shielding and Configurations

Lead and concrete shielding walls were constructed between the pion production

area and the target to pennit only the beam passing through an opening in the wall

to impinge on the target, and between the target and the w° spectrometer to shield

the spectrometer from sources other than the target. As much shielding as possible

was placed inside the scattering chamber to provide maximum shielding for the proton

detectors, especially those receiving the most unwanted radiation. This radiation can

come from room background, from beam halo, and from elastic scattering from the

target. Three spectrometer settings were selected, 63pect_ = 0° 20? and 40° in order to

cover the TT° angular distribution of the GDR out to its second minimum at a laboratory

angle of 55°. Each time the spectrometer was moved the shielding was adjusted to give

maximum protection to the spectrometer.
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3.3. Resolutions and Efficiencies

The energy broadenings and angular resolutions in the experiments can be divided

into those which are due to the TT° spectrometer and those which are due to the proton

detectors in the proton arm. The energy and angular resolutions of the proton arm (ATP

and A0P) were chosen to be comparable to those of the 7r° spectrometer in order to

maximize the yield and quality of the experiments. For both the 7r° spectrometer and

the proton arm, the principle sources determining the energy and angular resolutions

are the beam energy spread (finite Ap/p), finite geometry smearing, and instrumental

sources (scintillator resolutions, electronic jitter, non-linearity, etc.). Below, we discuss

the resolution and efficiency associated with the w° detection followed by a discussion

of the resolutions associated with the proton detection.

The 7T° energy resolution was observed to be AE = 3.1 MeV FWHM, and comes

from three main sources: energy spread in the beam (1.23 MeV), the energy loss of TT*

particles in the target compensated by the displacement of the TT° decay vertex (2.0 MeV)

(cf. section 4.2.1 of [3.2]), and the intrinsic spectrometer resolution (2.1 MeV). The

intrinsic spectrometer resolution is a function of the opening angle and is directly related

to the wire chamber position resolution which is about 2 mm.

The 7T° angular resolution of the spectrometer is dominated by and is proportional

to the fractional energy resolution of the Pb-glass counters (cf. section 4.2.1 of [3.2]).

At 7T° energies near 150 MeV this is about 4°. The finite extent of the target (thickness)

and beam spot results in another small, but non-negligible contribution to the angular

resolution.

The ability to distinguish whether two 7's are due to a true ir° decay or to an acci-

dental coincidence is determined by the timing resolution. This depends mainly on the

time walk or dependence of the signal timing on the distance which the scintillator light

must travel and hence, the position in the detector where the charged particle shower

penetrates the scintillator. For the spectrometer configurations of our experiments, this

time was about 2 ns.

The overall n° detection efficiency eTo is a function of the photon conversion effi-

ciencies e7, the effective solid angle Aft, and the probability that an event passes the

software cuts. In particular, the energy sharing parameter X = (Ej - ER)/(EJ + ER)

is a measure of how symmetric the n° decay is with respect to the geometry of the
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spectrometer, where Ej and ER are the energies of the two decay 7's in the laboratory.

For values of X near zero, the energy of the two 7's is balanced between the two

arms of the spectrometer. However, the probability of detecting jr°'s having small X

is also small. On the other hand, a large value of X spoils the energy resolution. As

a compromise between detection efficiency and energy resolution, the value of X was

limited to -0 .1 < X < 0.1 for the data analysis of this work. This translated to an

observed overall ir° detection efficiency, as defined in eq. 3.1, of evo as 20%.

The proton detector energy resolution ATP is determined by the energy lost by the

protons in the target, which varies depending on the depth within the target at which the

protons originate. ATp is determined from the broadening of the MI Landau spectrum,

and is estimated to be about 1 MeV. The observed proton energy spectrum is affected

by the energy losses in the target by decay particles and by the large acceptance of the

proton detectors (finite geometry smearing). The angular resolution A0p is determined

by the size of the proton detectors and their distance away from the target.

3.4. Preliminary Procedures

Before the actual data taking began and during the setup of the experiment, two

computer programs were used to study the transmission of pions through the beam

channel. The purpose of these studies was to understand how the setting of each

element of the beam channel affects the characteristics of the beam produced by the

ensemble of magnets, collimators, and beam degraders. Throughout the data taking

period, auxiliary procedures and calculations were performed at regular intervals to

check for consistency and to collect normalization data. The most general aspects of

these computer programs and routine procedures are discussed below.

Beam Channel Setting

The setting of the pion beam channel is a three step process using the two computer

programs to guide the experimenter from a rough beam tune produced by computer

to the final tune of the actual beam. The computer programs TRANSPORT [3.4] and

TRACE (undocumented) were used to model the LEP beam channel in order to produce

an optimum beam tune consisting of maximum flux for a chosen spot size.

TRANSPORT is a general purpose computer program which models the transport

of a beam of particles through a series of magnetic elements, degraders, and drift

spaces. The pion beam can be characterized by the width and height of the beam x
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and y, their divergences 8x and 6y, the mean momentum and momentum spread p

and Ap, and length of the central trajectory 1 as indicated in Fig. 3.2. The beam is

taken to be a vector in this seven parameter space. Each element of the beam channel,

including drift spaces, is then described by a matrix which acts upon the beam vector.

As the beam progresses through the channel, the parameter vector evolves describing

the beam characteristics along the length of the channel. Mathematically, the transport

matrix maps the initial beam vector into the output vector through the product of the

initial vector and the matrix. The output vector describes the beam at any point along

the channel, and most importantly at the position of the final focus. This program is

useful for developing an understanding of how the pion beam is transported from the

source (pion production target) to the position of the target foils, selecting the central

momentum, and minimizing the loss of pion flux.

Having selected the appropriate final beam parameters, the experimenter then uses

the program TRACE to compute the magnetic field strengths and magnet current supply

values. TRACE is a simplified version of TRANSPORT specific to the LEP channel

which includes magnetic field to magnet current conversions. As a starting point to the

actual beam tuning, the channel magnets and amount of degrader are set to the values

given by TRACE. Finally, using a beam profile monitor and direct flux measurements,

the magnet and collimator settings are fine tuned to produce the maximum pion flux

for the chosen beam profile and Ap.

Beam Flux Monitoring and Energy Calibration

Throughout the experiment the flux of pions was monitored with an in-beam ion

chamber which produces a current proportional to the flux of charged particles passing

through the chamber. The ion chamber current is digitized with a precision charge

integrator which is read with a CAM AC seder. The ion chamber was calibrated with

the n C activation technique [3.5] which gives the conversion from sealer value to total

absolute pion flux. The pion flux measured using the ion chamber was monitored

continuously during data taking. Typical fluxes obtained were $» « 1.4 x 107 7r/sec.

The absolute energy of the beam is determined from a measurement of the reaction
1H(jr~,7r°)n where the n° energy depends directly on the energy of the incident pion.

As a cross check, the absolute energy of the beam is then determined by locating the

position of the IAS peak in a reaction such as 13COr+,7r°)13NiAs- In both cases, the most

reliable measurement is made at 0*° = 0°.
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Monitoring Spectrometer Performance

The spectrometer acceptance and detection efficiency are determined through mea-

surements of the 1H(7r",7r°)n reaction in CH2 targets. The measured cross section for

\hpiscx is given by

(31

where (da/dQ) is the cross section averaged over the n° angles covered by the mea-

surement, N^o is the number of 7r°'s in the hydrogen peak during the calibration ran,

N* is the integrated beam flux, N^* is the target area density in hydrogen atoms per

cm? and (Afi • eno) is the product of the effective solid angle and the overall efficiency

or acceptance of the spectrometer for a particular setup. The Monte Carlo computer

program PIANG, discussed in the next chapter, is used to calculate the effective geo-

metric solid angle AQ. Using the known cross section (dcr/dfi) for the reaction \hpiscx

at the angle of the efficiency measurement, we determine the TT° detection efficiency.

The detection efficiency of the spectrometer strongly depends on the performance of

the wire chambers, therefore it is important that the wire chamber readout electronics

and wire chamber gases be monitored regularly during the data taking.
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Data Analysis

Analysis of the data proceeds in several steps starting with the individual "events",

producing TT° and proton yields, obtaining inclusive and coincidence cross sections, and

finally various energy spectra and angular distributions. This chapter is divided into

two main sections, a discussion of the inclusive analysis followed by a discussion of the

coincidence analysis. The inclusive analysis includes determining cross sections from

the yields and constructing energy spectra and angular distributions. We then fit the

spectra and the distributions with functions having the kinematic and angular depen-

dences expected for a TTSCX reaction, namely, a resonant process plus a non-resonant

process. The resonant process is based on known properties of the giant resonances

and the non-resonant on a phenomenological model of the observed background. A

similar analysis is developed for the coincidence data where properties of the decay of

the dipole resonance are studied. The coincidence analysis gives the energy spectrum

of the final nucleus which in turn confirms the energy calibration for the proton detec-

tors. The energy analysis also shows which components of the giant resonance decay

to the different isospin levels. The coincidence angular correlations are interpreted with

the aid of a pion-induced knock-out process and the correlation theory presented in

chapter 2.

Data acquisition and off-line analysis (replay) utilize the LAMPF "Q" software

package. For data acquisition, the computer reads the data from CAMAC, writes the

data on magnetic tape, and performs low level on-line processing so that data taking can

be monitored to verify that the apparatus is performing properly. For off-line analysis,

data are read from magnetic tape and a more refined analysis is made, incorporating

stricter "cuts" and higher level processing. The off-line analysis is the subject of the

remainder of this chapter, where the emphasis is on the experimental and numerical

methods employed and on the physics inputs.

45
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4.1. Analysis of Inclusive Data

The main analysis program (called event 9 for the Q software package) of the it°

spectrometer reconstructs JT° events from the observed 27 decay of the n°. Each event

undergoes a series of computations and tests to determine if the event represents a

"good" 7r° decay. The wire chamber information is analyzed to determine in which of

the three conversion planes of each arm the 7 has converted. If a good 7 conversion

has occurred simultaneously in both arms of the spectrometer, then further analysis

is performed. The 7 conversion coordinates are calculated, energies of each 7 are

computed from the energies deposited by the charged particle showers in the converters,

scintillators, and blocks, and the veto scintillators are checked to verify that it was not

a charged particle that initiated the showers. Final cuts are applied to the data such

as a gate on the 7-7 coincidence timing, gates on the wire chambers determining an

active fiducial region of the spectrometer, and a cut on the energy sharing parameter

X = (Ej — EK)/(EJ + ER), where J and K refer to the two arms of the spectrometer.

The LAMPF TT° spectrometer and its computer analyzer are well understood and

are routinely used. Detailed discussions of the component parts can be found, for

example, in the Ph.D. theses of Gilad [4.1], Rokni [4.2], and H0ibraten [4.3], as well as

Ref. 3.2. In this work, the conversion of TT° yields to cross sections was treated somewhat

differently. Where our method differs from the method of others it is discussed in detail

below.

Differential Cross Sections

Energy and angle differential cross sections are calculated from the data, stored

in histograms for visual inspection, and fitted to extract numerical results. Inclusive

differential cross sections are obtained from the measured JT° yields after determining

and subtracting the rate of accidental (random) coincidences, subtracting the yield from

isotope impurities in the case of our 13C target, and performing acceptance corrections.

These procedures are discussed next.

Subtractions

Random coincidences between 7's detected in both arms of the rr° spectrometer are

found to account for a few percent of the measured JT° yield and are subtracted from

the spectrum of "true" 7-7 coincidences. Target-out yields are less than 1% of target-in
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Figure 4.1. Monte Carlo calculated yield as a function of T^ and #„<> for
the reaction xH(n~ ,ir°)n (left) and projected onto the 6vo axis (upper right). A
measured spectrum for the same conditions is also shown (lower right).

yields and are ignored since they are considerably less than the statistical accuracy of
the data. Measured 12C wSCX yields are subtracted from CH2 yields, after normalizing
to the integrated beam flux, the number of nuclei in the target, and the nuclear cross
section. This subtraction gives the measured yield of the *H SCX reaction to which the
9Be, 12C, and 13C data are normalized. The I3C target was composed of 99.9% pure
13C powder bonded together with CH2 to give a solid target which was approximately
10% CH2 by weight. The hydrogen content of a target is reflected by the amplitude of
the narrow JH peak at the expected energy in the 7r° spectrum when a n~ beam is used.
This small contamination is removed from the spectra by subtracting the measured JT°
yields from CH2 from the measured TT° yields from l3C targets after both yields are
properly normalized.
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Acceptance Corrections

The application of Monte Carlo techniques to modeling of the experimental appa-

ratus and the propagation of particles through the apparatus allows us to understand

systematic effects due to the apparatus. We have developed and used a Monte Carlo

computer program to study the response of the TT° spectrometer to a spectrum of ir°'s

distributed uniformly in laboratory energy and angle (a "white" spectrum of 7r°'s). For

a given setup of the n° spectrometer, the Fortran program WHITEPI "throws" a flat

spectrum of "white" n°'s into the spectrometer and determines the energy and angle

dependent probability of detecting the 7r°'s in the spectrometer. The resulting spec-

trum of "detected" 7r°'s is a good representation of the spectrometer's energy and angle

dependent acceptance Junction. We then use this Monte Carlo generated acceptance

function / (T, 0) to unfold instrumental effects from the data.

An example of the Monte Carlo calculated acceptance function for 1H(TT~ ,ir°)n at

Tn- = 165 MeV, and 0apect = 5° is shown in Fig. 4.1. The program WHITEPI is a

modified version of the program PIANG which includes the inputs for the reaction
1H(TC~,TTO)II and for the white spectrum. Details of this procedure are discussed in the

next section.

Normalizations

The data are normalized to measurements of the reaction 'HCTr'.Tr^n, a well un-

derstood process, using cross sections derived from Arndt phase shift calculations (by

means of a program called SAID, Scattering Analysis Interactive Dial-in) [4.4]. Peri-

odically, during data taking, the beam channel is set for ir~ and a CH2 target is placed

into the beam. These measurements are used to monitor spectrometer performance and

for later normalizations. In order to test the Monte Carlo program, the Monte Carlo cal-

culated TT° yield for 1H(7r~,7r°)n which includes exact two-body kinematics and SAID

cross sections is compared to actual measured yields. Good agreement between the

measured 'H yields and the Monte Carlo calculated result validates the computer pro-

gram as a good approximation of the spectrometer acceptance function. A comparison

of Monte Carlo simulated data with actual measurements of }H(w~,ir°)n is shown in

Fig. 4.2.

Preliminary Processing

In order to produce spectra which best represent the physics and are as nearly

independent of the apparatus as possible, we perform a bin-by-bin correction to the
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Figure 4.2. Comparison of a Monte Carlo calculated w° yield with the measured
yield. The data points are the measured n° yield for 'H SCX at T, - = 165 MeV,
Ospta. = 5? The solid curve is the Monte Carlo calculated x° yield for the same
conditions.

measured yields. This correction for the spectrometer's energy and angle dependent

acceptance is applied to both the energy spectra of the inclusive measurements and the

'H normalization data. Combining the two gives the acceptance-corrected, normalized

energy spectra. The Monte Carlo acceptance correction and normalization are applied

to the data in the following manner.

The differential cross section (dcrA/dfl) for 7rSCX on a nucleus A is related to the

cross section (d<rH/dfl) for TTSCX on JH by:
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where N*o t t , N*, and N*o arc areal target densities, integrated TT fluxes, and measured

n° yields, respectively, with X standing for A or H (= ]H).

Replacing the total yields N*o by the integrated yields / Y£(T)//e(T)dT, where

fe(J) is the spectrometer acceptance function, gives (for clarity the notation T = TV

and 0 = 0vo is used):

daA ^ N3
H

ea<<N?/Yg
A(T)//e(T)dT da"

* dft ' NA
O« N£ / Ye

H(T)//,(T)dr dft ' '

The differential cross section (dcrH/dJ7) is known. Here, this cross section is replaced

by the calculated cross section (d<rH/dn)sAiD. Differentiating the above with respect

to T, we arrive at the relation for the double differential cross section in terms of the

measured yields, YA and Y", and the Monte Carlo calculated acceptance function /e(T),

YA(T)//g(T)

NA
 att NA / Y«CO//,(T)dT l df]

The functions YA(T) and Y^(T), and fe(7) are functions of T integrated over the angle

bin 0 - A0/2 to 0 + A0/2:

. -A0/2

fe(J)= I
JB-AO/2

The results of this procedure are a series of spectra depicting the 7r° yield in 1 MeV

energy bins for a series of angles with bins 5°-7° spanning the angular range of the

spectrometer. By changing the angle setting of the spectrometer appropriately one can

arrange to cover the angular range of a GDR, from the first minimum of its angular

distribution through its first maximum out to its second minimum. If the nuclear recoil

can be neglected, the excitation of the GDR from the ground state will occur at a fixed

7T° energy independent of 0n°. In general, nuclear excitations Ex will occur at fixed n°

energies Tx.
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Thus, for each spectrometer setting, the data are divided into &•„<> bins to determine

the inclusive angular distribution. Bins are chosen large enough so that the number

of counts in each bin is large enough to be able to identify the resonance peaks, yet

small enough so that the variation in the angular acceptance and angular distribution are

small enough over the range of the bin. The bins are also chosen to be of approximately

equal acceptance so that fractional uncertainties are uniform. The Monte Carlo program

PIANG [4.5] is used to determine the mean angle (0*°), the standard deviation ag, and

the geometric acceptance of each bin AO. Table 4.1 gives information on the bins used

in the analysis. The final results in the form of energy spectra and angular distributions

for the inclusive reactions are presented and discussed in chapters 5 and 6.

Table 4.1. Inclusive data angle bin information. The headings are mean n°
laboratory angle, standard deviation, solid angle, and limits for each angle bin.

Data Analysis and PIANG Angle Parameters

<M

4°
7°

14°
20°
26°
34°
40°
46°

ere

5°
5°
7°
6°
7°
7°
6°
7°

An

0.62 msr
0.72 msr
0.41 msr
0.58 msr
0.43 msr
0.42 msr
0.57 msr
0.44 msr

bin limits

O°<0^< 5°
5°< 0vo < 10°

10°< 0,. < 17°
17°< 0wo < 23°
23° < B^o < 30°
30° < 9vo < 37°
37° < 0*0 < 43°
43° < 0*o < 50°

Fits to the Inclusive Data

The objective of performing fits to the energy spectra in the inclusive data is to

separate the resonant cross section from the non-resonant cross section. Because of the

complicated nature of the background, it is customary to parameterize it phenomenolog-

ically. Fits to the inclusive spectra were performed with the model-dependent analysis

of Erell et al. [2.23]. This analysis achieves the objective of separating the reaction

cross section into resonant and non-resonant components. The separation of these two

components is based on the assumption that they are governed by different processes
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and therefore have different q-dependences. By choosing functions having the explicit

q-dependence expected for the two processes and optimizing the fit to the data, we

determine resonance and background parameters within the framework of the model.

However, before discussing the details of our implementation of this model, it is nec-

essary to discuss the concepts behind the fits and the physics motivating the form of

the fit functions used. Our discussion below closely follows the method developed by

Erell et al. [2.23].

Giant dipole resonances are characterized by their maximum cross section da/dfi

(for a given probe), their excitation energy Ex relative to the (ground) state on which the

resonances are built, and their full width at half maximum F. They are identified in the

inclusive v° spectra by their energy and angular dependences. These isovector GDR's

appear as strong peaks at approximately the excitation energies known from other work,

they seem to exhaust a large portion of the energy weighted sum rule [2.29], and their

angular dependence is indicative of a strong absorption diffractive process.

This distinctive angular distribution is an important feature of these giant resonances.

From experiment and from theoretical studies it is known that the dipole angular dis-

tribution is well described by the square of the first-order cylindrical Bessel function

J2(qR) where the argument is the dimensionless product of the three-momentum trans-

fer q and the interaction radius R. The parameter R is relevant only within strong

absorption models and it depends on the nuclear radius which is proportional to A1/3.

Thus the relation R = roA^3 defines the interaction radius parameter ro which can in turn

be compared to measurements of other pion-nucleus processes, as is done in chapter 6.

In making fits to the energy spectra with the method of Erell et al. [2.23], the angular

distributions of the dipole resonances are constrained to a J2(qR) angular dependence.

A quantitative determination of d<r/dfi, Ex, F, and R is made by performing a

numerical fit to the data using a modified Gaussian function to describe each reso-

nance. This function, an asymmetric Gaussian with exponential tails, is based on the

7t° spectrometer's line shape function and is given by [4.6]:

Fn(T) =
» exP [li&S01*+ 2 a ' T ) ] ' T - " a ' '
" exP [ ^ ( T 2 ) ] , a, < T < orr, (4.2)

* e xP
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where ct/,r = W%/2ERitT > 0, E = 41n(2), Wn is the Gaussian width parameter, R^r are

the left and right side exponential parameters, An = An(q) is the q-dependent amplitude

of the resonance, and T is the difference between TV and the peak energy Tx. The

index n corresponds to each of the individual peaks contributing to the total spectrum.

This function is continuous and differentiable for all T.

The maximum cross section bVdfi of the GDR is related to An above by the

relation S\(qR)An = 0.338da/dfJ, where 0.338 is equal to the maximum value of J\.

Ex is determined from T, knowing the effective incident pion energy and the reaction

Q-value, or by reference to a known discrete level such as the ground state IAS. The

resonance width T is determined from Wn after removing the measurement energy

resolution Wo. That is, Wn is the quadrature sum of T and Wo. Wo is determined

from fits to an IAS peak where T is taken to be zero, since the 7r°'s forming this peak

are more nearly monoenergetic than those from the reaction ^(ir',ir°)n. The latter

reaction produces a recoiling neutron which, for a reasonable angle spread, adds an

appreciable kinematic energy spread to the 7r°'s. The 7r° energy can be corrected for

this recoil energy; however, the correction suffers from the finite angular resolution of

the spectrometer. Thus, the spectrometer lineshape response is more accurately reflected

in the IAS peak. The lineshape parameters RttT are determined from fits to both the

hydrogen peak and the IAS peak.

We now turn to a discussion of the non-resonant component also developed by

Erell et al. [2.23]. The broad non-resonant background observed in 7rSCX reactions

on nuclei is associated with charge exchange leading to quasi-free processes including

pion induced knock-out, and charge exchange forming background continuum states.

Because of the complex nature of the non-resonant processes, one must resort to pa-

rameterization of this background in terms of a model in order to separate the giant

resonances from the background. The method of Erell et al. [2.23] is based on the

use of a phenomenological background dominated by TTSCX quasi-free scattering. This

method allows one to extract from the data the parameters of the observed peaks, along

with the parameters of the phenomenological background. Our data allow us to test this

method over a range of TT° angles larger than any used to date.

The form of the background function is motivated by the underlying physical pro-

cesses that produce the background. Thus, the double differential cross section is a

product of three quantities: a q-dependent normalization, an exponential factor, and
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Figure 4.3. The 7r° energy spectrum for the inclusive reaction 9Be(7r+,7r°)9B at
the peak of the dipole angular distribution. The solid curve is the fitted total
spectrum, the dashed curve is the fitted background, and the dotted curves are
the fitted IAS and GDR peaks of isospin T = 1/2 and 3/2 from right to left.

a Lorentzian function. This is the dashed curve in Fig. 4.3. The expression for this

function is:

dfidE
= N(q)

_ e(E-Eo)/T

l+[(E-EQF(q))/W,F
(4.3)

where Eo is a cut-off (threshold) energy, T is a parameter for the energy scale, W/ is the

width of the Lorentzian, EgHq) is the q-dependent centroid of the Lorentzian, and N(q)

is a normalization. The normalization contains the q-dependence of the background:

dQ/r
%

1 + [(E - EQF
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where dcr/dft/ree is the differential cross section for TTSCX on a free nucleon, Ao, Ai,

and A2 are polynomial coefficients, q is the three momentum transfer, and kF is the

Fermi momentum.

The centroid of the Lorentzian EQF is constrained to agree with the expected mean

n° energy of the quasi-free charge exchange reaction. Hence

EQF(q) = Tx.(;r+n -> x°p) - SE, (4.5)

where

SE is the nucleon separation energy (labeled CB, for Coulomb barrier, by Erell et al.)

and M is the effective mass of the struck nucleon.

The exponential factor in eqn. (4.3) imposes a threshold Eo on the background

above which TT°'S are energetically not allowed and below which unstable states in the

final nucleus become available. The Lorentzian is associated with the broadening of

ir° energies due to the motion of the nucleons in the target nucleus. The q-dependent

normalization in eqn. (4.4) scales with the free cross section and is ascribed a smooth

q-dependence taken as a polynomial in (q/kp)2. For our analysis, we used the values

M = 938.9 MeV/c2, T = 70, and kF = 297 MeV/c. In previous studies [2.23] the

parameter M was allowed to vary and it was found that a value within 10% of the

nucleon mass gave the best fits to the data. The values of T and kF were taken from

the literature (Ref. 2.23). The overall denominator in eqn. (4.4) normalizes the energy

integral of the background to unity. The background centroid EQF has the same q-

dependence as the free reaction and is energy shifted with respect to the free reaction

by an amount SE (eqns. (4.5) and (4.6)).

We used this method in two different ways depending on differences in the physics

and the quality of the data. For our first set of data for mass 12 and 13, the resonances

rise well above the continuum and can be unambiguously fitted directly by the two

component fit function described above. The result is a stable solution starting with

arbitrary initial parameters. In our second set of data for mass 9, the resonances are not

as strongly excited and the distinction between the resonant and the non-resonant cross
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sections is not as clear. Here, our technique for fitting the data can be described as a

manually assisted fit, involving repeated iterations of partial fits, for which a subset of

the fit parameters are determined from a subset of the data, with the procedure gradu-

ally extending over the entire kinematic range of the measurement with the remaining

parameters allowed to vary.

For the measurements on 12C and 13C (9Be), the data are binned into eight (nine)

angle bins. These measurements cover TT° energies from 110 MeV to 175 MeV and

7r° angles from 0° to 50°. For each set of data having 66 bins in Two and eight (nine)

bins in 6*°, one set of resonance parameters (da/dtt, E,, F, and R) and background

parameters (Ao, A t , A2, SE, and W/) is determined using the fit procedure described in

detail below, (see Figs. 5.1-5.6, where each figure consists of eight (nine) TT° angles

comprising a single set of data with the fit corresponding to a set of fitted resonance

and background parameters.)

In the first case (for 12C and 13C), starting with arbitrary initial parameters of the

resonances and background, all parameters are simultaneously varied until a stable x2

minimum is attained. A unique minimum can be found meaning that the data are able

to constrain the model. In order to estimate errors due to the model we repeat the

fit procedure making changes to the fit function. It is then found that the parameters

Ex and da/dfl are stable and only weakly dependent on details of the background

parameterization, while the parameters F and R are sensitive to the kinematic behavior

of the background. For example, the q-dependence of the background can be simplified

such that eqn. (4.5) becomes EQF = T,ro(q=0)-SE, i.e., without the recoil term -q2/2M

of eqn. (4.6). The resulting changes in the parameter values in units of the parameter

errors are lcr (for EA), 3a (da/dfl), 6<r (F), and 6<r (R) with the reduced x2 changing

very little from 1.32 to 1.39. In other words, the parameter values of E, and dcr/dfi are

well constrained by the data, while the values of F and R are not well constrained and

depend more strongly on details of the model.

In the second case (9Be), the fit procedure described above does not readily arrive

at a stable x2 minimum. Different starting parameters lead to significantly different

parameter values having comparable x2> as well as to divergent searches. This means

that the data do not constrain the model very well. However, by imposing an additional

assumption and modifying the fit procedure, we are able to determine a set of fit

parameter values, albeit with large errors introduced by the additional assumption. This

assumption is that the GDR contribution to the cross section is negligible compared
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to the non-resonant component at TT° angles of 0° and 50° (the second GDR minimum

calculated from the mean value of R determined for mass 12 and 13, adjusted for

mass 9). We then require that the background amplitudes, Ao, Ai, and A2, give a

smooth rise from the first minimum of the GDR to the second minimum.

In addition, the procedure must be manually assisted from a fit to a subset of the

data which is dominated by non-resonant processes to a fit which includes all the data

of the set. Specifically, the background parameters Ao, Ai, A2, SE, and W/ are first

determined by minimizing x2 f° r the subset of data in the 0° and 50° bins. Initial

values of Ex for the GDR resonances are chosen by inspection of the data at the peak

of the angular distribution. These parameters are then fixed while the three parameters

dcr/dH, F, and R are allowed to vary with the remainder of the data included in the fit.

In the case of 9Be(5r+,jr°)9B, the energy centroid of the IAS peak is calculated from the

reaction Q-value, the beam energy, and the mean energy loss by the beam in the target,

while the amplitude of the peak is adjusted independently in each of the nine angle bins

so as to fit the measured yield of the IAS peak. Then the parameters Ex, A l5 and A2 are

allowed to vary with all others held fixed and x2 is minimized. Lastly, du/dfi, F, and

R are allowed to vary with all other parameters fixed. The full set of results is given

in chapter 5.

In all of the data, it is found that the values of Ex and der/dQ obtained from the

fits are nearly independent of the quality of fit as measured by x2 a°d so are very

reliable. Because the resonance parameters F and R are sensitive to details of the

background parameterization another method of analyzing the data for these parameters

was developed. In this thesis, we shall refer to this as INCFIT as is explained below.

BVCFIT

To understand better the resonances and the backgrounds beneath them, we have

analyzed the data in a more restricted region of excitation energy, making fewer as-

sumptions about the background. The same data discussed in the previous section are

binned differently and fitted with a simpler fit function involving fewer parameters.

Input to the complementary analysis INCFIT are values of Ex and F for each of the two

isospin components of the GDR determined from the method of Erell et al. discussed

above. The results of the INCFIT analysis are fitted values of the maximum cross sec-

tion da/dfl, the interaction radius R, and the average background cross section beneath
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the resonances A,,. The treatment of the data and fitting has been implemented in the

FORTRAN program INCFIT.FOR. A detailed discussion of this analysis follows.

The measured 7r° yields are converted to total reaction cross sections by dividing the

yield from the resonance reaction by that for the elementary reaction lU(ir~ ,v°)n, and

multiplying by the calculated SAID [4.4] cross section, bin-by-bin. This is similar to

how the reaction cross sections were computed previously; however, instead of binning

the data into energy bins of 1 MeV and eight (nine) angle bins, this time a subset of

the same data are binned into one energy bin centered at the JT° energy of the GDR

centroid with width 2I\ and ir° angle bins of width 2° from 0° to 50°. Thus, each point

in the angular distribution can be expressed as (see eqn (4.1)):

(4.7)
T2

V^ IUGDR

)

where Nfcatt is the number of target scatterers, N*± is the total integrated beam flux,

N*o is the measured TT° yield, and (d<TH/d )̂sAiD is from the Arndt [4.4] phase shift

calculations for TTSCX on 'H. The values of Ti and T2 are chosen to bracket the

resonance and taken to be twice the presumed width of the resonance 2F (see above).

The resulting angular distributions are then fitted with a non-linear least-squares

minimization program [4.7]. We use the Bessel function squared j£(qR) as a good

approximation to the giant resonance angular distributions [4.8] where L is orbital

angular momentum transfer. We include terms for the non-resonant component and an

even polynomial in (q/kp), so that the fit function becomes:

g(0) = Ao + A 2 ( ^ ) 2 + ArJL
2(qR), (4.8)

where Ao, A2, and Ar are amplitudes of the background and the resonance, and R is

the interaction radius equal to ro-A1/3. For a dipole transition L = 1, and for an IAS

transition L = 0. The coefficient Ao can be interpreted as being proportional to the
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Figure 4.4. An example of the angular distributions and fits determined with
the INCFIT program. The four angular distributions are taken from different
energy regions which are dominated by (a) the IAS transition, (b) the T = 1/2
IVGDR, (c) the T = 3/2 IVGDR, and (d) non-resonant processes.

average background cross section within the energy region from Tj to T2, while Ar is

proportional to the giant resonance peak cross section. It is found that comparable fits

can be made with and without the A2 parameter being equal to zero. Therefore, in the

final analysis A2 was set equal to zero for lack of a physical justification for such a

parameter. An example of the results obtained with the INCFIT program is shown in

Fig. 4.4, while the complete set of results is presented in chapter 5.
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4.2. Analysis of Coincidence Data

The coincidence analysis processes the raw data from the proton arm electronics

in conjunction with high level analysis (after energy calibration) of coincident 7r°'s

which produce a highly reduced set of data containing the measured r°-p coincidences.

Low level processing of the raw data (from ADC and TDC signals) also determines an

energy calibration which is used in calculating proton energies and in proton particle

identification tests. The reduced set of ir°~p coincidences is analyzed further in order

to extract information about the giant resonance decays. The results provide an isospin

separation of the giant dipole resonance into components and a measurement of their

decay angular correlations.

Event 6 Analyzer

The coincidence analyzer (called event 6 in the Q software package) is a FORTRAN

program which processes the raw data from the proton arm electronics and exchanges

information with the analyzer for coincident 7r°'s (event 9). The software processing

includes proton particle identification, determination of proton energies, and calculation

of physics quantities from which differential cross sections, energy spectra, and angular

correlations are extracted. The coincidence analysis also processes minimum ionizing

events produced by highly energetic (fast) particles passing through the set of four scin-

tillators labeled AE, E, Veto, and Tag (see Fig. 3.4). Determination of the scintillator

response to minimum ionizing particles (mostly electrons) provides an energy calibra-

tion of the scintillator detectors. An empirical relation is taken from Ref. 3.3 for the

amount of scintillator light produced by a proton as a function of its energy deposited

in the scintillator. This relation is inverted to determine energies of protons stopped in

our detectors from the measured scintillator light produced.

The structure of the event 6 analyzer is a series of blocks which perform calcula-

tions, test raw and calculated variables, and store results in histograms. The first level

of processing determines the event type, either a minimum ionizing calibration event

(MINIO) or a coincident proton event (COINP), and which proton telescope was hit.

The second level of processing analyzes those telescopes that were hit and converts the

raw data words into calculated quantities such as energy deposited in the AE scintilla-

tor or total proton energy Tp. The third level of processing performs the final analysis

of coincidence events identifying a good ?ro in coincidence with a good proton. Each
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block of computations and tests builds on the results of the previous blocks. Tests which

determine if an event is analyzable are performed first (e.g., test on coincidence timing

and ADC overflows). Gate tests or cuts which reduce instrumental backgrounds and

accidental coincidences are performed later (e.g., particle identification cuts). Because

the particle ID cuts are redundant, they are made loosely in order to minimize losing

good events in the analysis.

The test for a MINIO event, a six-fold coincidence among the six signals of a

telescope-tag combination, is required. Logically:

MINIO = DET*DEB*ET*EB*VETO*TAG,

where DET, DEB, ET, EB, VETO, and TAG are logical variables which are each TRUc

if the detector's signal is above a threshold and if a time-difference test is satisfied. The

time-difference tests are software gate tests applied to the TDC time differences between

the TDC signals *DEB> *ET> <EB> <VETO, *TAG and the <DET signal.

A coincident proton event COINP requires a two-fold coincidence between DET

and DEB, and that the Veto analog signal be below an amplitude threshold VETO.

Logically:

COINP = DET*DEB*VETO.

An event 6 which satisfies the MINIO or COINP tests is then processed further while

all other events are discarded (mostly ADC and TDC overflows). This second level

MINIO processing calculates energy deposited in the AE, E and Veto scintillators from

the ADC data, ADC pedestal values, and software gain constants for each scintillator.

These spectra are compared to a calculated distribution of energy deposited by charged

particles passing through a thin scintillator (Landau distribution) to determine an energy

calibration. A second calibration point comes from the endpoint of the spectrum of

protons stopped in each scintillator. This point corresponds to the maximum energy of

a proton of normal incidence which stops in the scintillator. A third calibration point

comes from the maximum of the sum of energies TffO+Tp which corresponds to the

transition to the ground state of the residual nucleus through the coincident reaction.

These energy calibrations give the relation between ADC channel and energy deposited

in units of MeVee (electron equivalent MeV). The conversion of total energy deposited

(Etotai) in MeVee to proton energy Tp in MeV is made with a relation reported by Cecil

et al. (Ref. 3.3).
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Figure 4.5. Plot of AE vs. ELITE, measured (above) and " linearized" (below).
In the upper plot, events along the diagonal correspond to particles stopping in
the AE scintillator. The curved band of particles is identified as protons by
their AE-E characteristics. In the lower plot, the horizontal lines represent the
AE-E cut.

The values of "gated" variables, variables which are tested to determine that their

values lie within a certain range, are stored in histograms in order to determine the

upper and lower limits of the gate tests. Two-parameter histograms are used to analyze

pairs of correlated variables. For example, plots of AE vs. Etota, and TOF (time-of-

flight) vs. Tp are used to identify particles having different energy loss characteristics

and energy-momentum characteristics, i.e., having different masses. Shown in Fig. 4.5

are sample plots of AE vs. ELITE and the same data "linearized" so that a simple gate
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Figure 4.6. Plot of TOF vs. Tp, measured (above) and " linearized" (below).
The band extending out to 30 MeV corresponds to protons identified by their
time-of-flight from the target to the front of the proton detector.

test of the linearized variable can be made.' ELITE is the sum of the light produced in

the AE and E scintillators and is proportional to Et(,lat. The linearized variable along

the ordinate is the product of AE and ELITE raised to the power 0.7. Shown in Fig. 4.6

are plots of TOF vs. Tp and the linearized version. The horizontal lines in the linearized

plots show the upper and lower limits of the gate tests. Events outside of the TOF gate

* This method of gating "linearized" variables is used when testing is limited to FORTRAN type re-
lational tests. The use of graphics oriented analysis packages such as XSYS, PAW, and KALEIDA-
GRAPH can replace this method of data lesting with arbitrarily shaped gates on pairs of variables.
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give an indication of the accidental coincidences which are seen to be most prevalent

below Tp = 2.5 MeV.

Coincidence Spectra

The 7T° kinematic variables (kinetic energy TV, scattering angle Bv», and TDC time

U°) are passed from the ir° analyzer (event 9) to the coincidence analyzer (event 6) so

that the missing mass and the 7r°-p coincidence can be determined in the coincidence

analyzer. The missing mass is the energy of the residual nucleus determined from the

energies of the TT° and the coincident proton. Important information about the giant

resonance decay is contained in the missing mass or coincidence spectrum such as the

presence or absence of isospin forbidden transitions.

A hypothetical spectrum of rr°-p coincidences for the (7r+,7r°p) reaction is shown in

Fig. 4.7 (top of figure). Also shown (bottom of figure) is the corresponding schematic

level diagram indicating the proton decay channels which can be identified by this

method. The plot of Tp vs. T ô allows us to identify the decay channels which leave the

residual nucleus in its ground and excited states. For example, the low lying resonance

assumed to be pure T = 1/2 would decay by proton (T = 1/2) emission to T = 0 states of

the residual nucleus as is indicated by transitions a and b in the hypothetical spectrum

of Fig. 4.7. The high lying resonance would appear at about TT» = 132 MeV, while its

decays may lead to both T = 0 (transitions c and d) and T = 1 states (transition e). If

isospin is conserved in the decay process and the high lying resonance is pure T = 3/2,

then the transitions c and d would be suppressed relative to e. However, the kinematic

factor would favor transitions c and d over e. Thus, the absence of transitions c and d

would provide strong evidence of a T = 3/2 resonance.

There can be appreciable effects due to energy loss by decay fragments exiting the

target. For example, giant resonance decays which occur near the surface of the target

yield fragments which can be detected with the full energy of the decay. On the other

hand, decays which occur further within the target material, or whose decay particles

must traverse the full thickness of the target, will lose energy through ionizations and

nuclear interactions with target nuclei. The gross effect is a reduced energy of the

observed protons where low energy protons lose more energy than high energy protons.

In the spectrum of 7r°-p coincidences, this results in a bending of the bands of constant

T,o+Tp in Fig. 4.7 toward lower proton energies. The complete proper treatment is
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Figure 4.7. Above is a hypothetical spectrum of coincidences for the (7r+,7r°p)
reaction indicating giant resonance decays to three states of the residual nucleus
(diagonal bands) and the kinematically excluded region (upper right). Below
are the corresponding nuclear states and proton decay channels. The hatched
regions represent the resonant states, bold arrows indicate isospin allowed tran-
sitions, and the dash arrows indicate isospin forbidden transitions.
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more complicated and involves convolution techniques to recover the "true spectrum"

of giant resonance decays from the measured spectrum of protons [4.9].

The identification of levels of the residual nucleus can be improved by knowing

better the proton energy losses in the target and the recoil energy of the residual nucleus

(i.e., more precise determination of Tw. and 9^o) or by being able to reduce the sizes

of these effects. In addition to the somewhat poor energy resolution, the analysis of

the coincidence yields is limited by low counting statistics and by multiple scattering

of low energy protons as they escape the target. Therefore, our data allow for only

qualitative results to be extracted from the coincidence measurements.

Angular Correlations

Once the yield of protons from each telescope is obtained, corrections for the effects

of averaging over proton angles, for example, and subtractions of physical backgrounds

can be performed. An important physical background is the contribution from pion

induced knock-out. This component is modeled using the computer code THREE-

DEE [4.10]. The results of the code THREEDEE applied to the 9Be and 13C nuclei

are then subtracted from the measured yields to obtain the component of the angular

correlation due to the decay of the giant dipole resonances.

The full set of results from the coincidence analysis is presented in chapter 5

following the results from the inclusive analysis.
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Results

The results of the inclusive measurements are presented as Or*,*-0) differential cross

sections plotted as a function of n° energy at different TT° angles. These energy spectra

are then fitted with resonance peaks, corresponding to recognized transitions, super-

imposed on a non-resonant background which is dominated by the quasi-free process.

Angular distributions for each transition are then obtained by plotting the integrated

yields as a function of angle. For the coincidence measurements the w° yields in coin-

cidence with p decays are obtained as a function of TT° energy and angle and p energy

and angle. In the p energy spectra, we attempt to identify the individual decay channels

corresponding to giant resonance decays to the residual nucleus in various low lying

states. On the basis of the isospin properties of these proton decays, we make an isospin

separation of the giant resonances. For each isospin component an angular correlation

of the decay protons is constructed to give basic information on that component. We

also discuss the non-resonant component observed in the coincidence data.

5.1. General Features of the Inclusive Reactions

The inclusive data are separated by target nucleus and beam particle into six reac-

tions: 9Be(7r+,7r°)9B, 9Be(7r-,7r°)9Li, 12C<7T+,7r°)12N, 12C(Tr-,7r°)12B, 13C0rV°)13N,

and 13C(Tr",7r°)13B. The prominent features in the data are identified as transitions to

T> and T< components of the isovector giant dipole resonance (IVGDR), along with

transitions to the isobaric analog state (IAS), scattering from a hydrogen impurity in

the 13C targets, and disintegration into a non-resonant continuum background. Theoret-

ical calculations, made with the distorted-wave impulse approximation and the random

phase approximation (DWIA-RPA), and based on a strong absorption model, show that

the TT° angular distributions from the giant resonance are diffractive in nature with

successive minima and maxima. These angular distributions are characterized by the

product of the momentum transfer and an interaction radius parameter qR. The function

67
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used to describe the non-resonant background incorporates the kinematic properties of

a quasi-free TTSCX reaction which takes place on a single nucieon in the nucleus with

the remaining nucleons participating only as spectators.

In the next section, we present the energy spectra from the inclusive measurements

(see Figs. 5.1-5.6) which have been corrected for the energy and angle dependent

acceptance of the z° spectrometer. The TT° angular distributions for the mass 9, 12, and

13 giant dipole resonances are expected to have minima at 0° and approximately 59°,

55°, and 52°, and a first maximum at approximately 27°, 26°, and 24°, respectively.

The angular distribution of the IAS transition in 9Be(7r+,7r°)9B and in l3C(7r+,7r°)13N is

peaked at 0° and rapidly decreases with K° angle. The location of the IAS peak serves

as a reference from which to measure the excitation energies of the giant resonances

in the analog nucleus. Although the non-resonant components in the spectra are not

well defined or well understood at these momentum transfers (0-200 MeV/c), they

were nevertheless assumed to vary smoothly with q and have a weaker q-dependence

than the resonant components. The errors on the data points reflect only the statistical

uncertainties. Errors associated with the fits to the data and the fit function are discussed

at the end of the next section.

5.2. Results from the Erell et al. Analysis

In the mass 9 system, the Or+,7r°) single charge exchange process applied to the

T = 1/2 ground state of 9Be can produce transitions to both T = 1/2 and T = 3/2

resonances in 9B. The (ir~,7r°) process applied to the same ground state nucleus can

produce only T = 3/2 transitions to the T = 3/2 nucleus 9Li. This difference is reflected

in our cross section measurements, shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2, as two dipole peaks

in the (7r+,7r°) data and a single peak in the (7r~,7r°) data. The (Tr+,n°) energy spectra

also show the transition to the isobar analog state (IAS) as a strong forward peaked

feature at a fixed energy OV « 166 MeV), whose amplitude decreases with increasing

angle. This transition is absent in the (7r~,7r°) reaction. The resonances at 142 MeV in

the (JT+.JT0) data and 143 MeV in the (w-,xo) data are identified as the Tz = 3/2 and

Tz = -1/2 members, respectively, of the T = 3/2 IVGDR. The resonance at 157 MeV

in the (w+,^°) data is then identified as (T,TZ) = (1/2,-1/2) giant resonance. Thus, the

T = 3/2 and T = 1/2 giant resonances are separated by about 15 MeV. When the levels

are adjusted for Coulomb energies and proton-neutron mass differences [5.1] , we can

see the validity of these assignments and of the isospin concept.
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Figure 5.1. Fitted energy spectra for the reaction 9Be(ir+,x°)9B. The points are
the corrected n° data. The dotted curves are the fitted resonance peaks while
the dashed curves are the fitted non-resonant components. The strong forward
peaked feature at T». = 167 MeV is the IAS transition. The mass 9 dipole
resonances have minima at 0° and ~59° and a maximum at ~27°.

In the mass 12 system, the isovector giant dipole resonance excited from 12C is a

T = 1 resonance with three isospin projections or charge states Tx = +1, 0, and - 1 .

Two of the three states OV = ±1) can be excited by charge exchange reactions, while

the third state (T2 = 0) can be excited by inelastic or non-charge exchange reactions.

The ATZ = +1 resonance was observed in our work in the (7r~,7r°) reaction at an energy

of 23.5 ± 0.2 MeV relative to the target ground state, while the ATZ = - 1 component,

observed in the (TT+.TT0) reaction, was found at 26.4 ± 0.2 MeV. Adjusting for Coulomb
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Figure 5.2. Fitted energy spectra for the reaction 9Be(7r",7r°)9Li. Same as
caption of Fig. 5.1 except for the IAS peak which is absent in this reaction.

displacement energies and proton-neutron mass differences we iind that the three analog

states are approximately charge independent.

In the mass 13 system, the situation is similar to that in mass 9. The single charge

exchange reaction (JT+.TT0) on the T = 1/2 ground state of 13C can produce both T = 1/2

and T = 3/2 transitions and indeed two resonances are resolved in the 13C(Tr+,7r°)13N

reaction at 14.3 ± 0.2 MeV and 24.8 ± 0.2 MeV. The IAS transition is also identified

as a peak at T*. = 165.5 MeV. The (7r~,7r°) reaction leads to only T = 3/2 states and

a single resonance is found at 24.5 ± 0.2 MeV. The (7r+,jr°) resonance at 24.8 Me? is

identified as the isospin analog of this 24.5 MeV resonance excited by (7r~,7r°) and is
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Figure 53 . Fitted energy spectra for the reaction 12C(5r+,x°)12N. Same as
caption of Fig. 5.2. TTie spurious behavior of the data at &*» = 26° was traced to
problems with the spectrometer wire chambers, and therefore was not included
in this ilit.
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Figure 5.4. Fitted energy spectra for the reaction 12C(a-,*°)X2B. See caption
of Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.5. Fitted energy spectra for the reaction !3C(7rV°)13N. See caption
of Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.6. Fitted energy spectra for the reaction 13C(jr~,7r°)13B. See caption
of Fig. 5.2.
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iherefore assigned T = 3/2. The resonance at 14.3 MeV, lying below the 15.1 MeV, T = 1

state of 12C and missing from the t3C(7r",^°)13B data, is assigned T = 1/2. This result

is in general agreement with isospin assignments proposed by Measday et al. [2.1], as

discussed in Section 2.4, and illustrates isospin splitting of the giant resonance.

It should be noted that the isospin assignments made in these nuclei represent the

dominant isospin of the levels and do not include the possible mixing of isospin by the

Coulomb force, for example. Information on isospin admixtures can be obtained from

studying the decay properties of the resonances as discussed later on in connection with

the coincidence measurements. In general, to obtain quantitative information on isospin

mixing requires high resolution data with good statistics and a reliable analysis based

on a well understood background.

All the results presented in Figs. 5.1-5.6 were analyzed with the method of Erell

et al. [2.23] described in the first part of Section 4.1. The parameters obtained from

the analysis are separated into those for the resonances (Table 5.1) and those for the

background (Table 5.2). The x2 values in Table 5.2 are for the full fit consisting of the

resonances and background.

Table 5.1. Resonance parameters from fits to the inclusive data using the
method of Erell et al. Tabulated are the fitted maximum differential cross
section, excitation energy, resonance width, and interaction radius.

Reaction

GDR
9Be(7r-,7r°)
'^(Tr-.Tr")
I3C(7r-,^0)

9Be(7r+,Tr°)

12C0rV°)
13C(7r+,*°)

IAS
9Be(7r+,/r°)
13C(7r+,7TO)

dcr/dft
(/jb/sr)

165±36
827±66
691±72

356±15
360±24
941 ±54
570±51
884±42

1052±ll
1753±17

(MeV)

22.1±1.2
24.0±1.2
23.0±1.0

10.6±1.2
25.3±1.2
28.4±1.2
14.0±1.0
24.5±1.0

l.lil .O
1.2±1.0

r
(MeV)

12.9±0.4
8.7±0.4
8.1 ±0.3

9.2±0.2
19.7±0.7
10.5±0.3
7.9±0.4

10.4±0.4

4.0±0.2
2.4±0.2

R

(fin)

3.9±0.1
2.9±0.1
2.7±0.1

3.9±0.1
3.3±O.l
3.2±0.1
3.3±O.l
2.5±0.1

2.90±0.05
2.86±0.05

The excitation energies shown are measured with respect to the target nucleus

ground state.
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Table 5.2. Background parameters from fits to the inclusive data using the
method of Erell et al. Tabulated are the three coefficients in the q-dependent
polynomial, the Lorentzian width, the separation energy, and the reduced x2 for
the complete fit, including the parameters in Table 5.1. See text.

Reaction

9Be(7r~,7r°)
12C(7r-,7ro)
13C0r-, 7r°)

9Be(7rV°)
!2C(7r+,7r°)
13C(7T+,X°)

Ao

0.040
0.110
0.130

0.072
0.097
0.150

A,

13.20
7.25
2.00

7.30
1.16
2.00

A2

-8.63
-6.23
-2.50

-8.00
4.54

-5.00

w,
22.45
16.27
20.49

18.00
15.02
14.49

SE
(MeV)

17.65
11.14
17.21

8.00
12.17
15.40

X1

(reduced)
1.21
1.32
2.44

2.73
1.80
3.45

The energy separation of a dipole isospin doublet has been treated by Akyiiz and

Fallieros [5.2] and is given by

AE+ =

where V| is the effective symmetry potential. This symmetry potential is related to the

fact that in a nucleus the protons and the neutrons might be subject to slightly different

nuclear potentials. This difference can be expressed as an isospin dependence in the

nuclear binding energy. Thus, the energy splitting between configurations of different

isospin depends on Vj. For the observed isospin splitting of 14.6 ± 0.8 MeV, this

relation gives a value of Vi = 88 ± 5 MeV for the mass 9 IVGDR. For the mass 13

IVGDR, the splitting is 10.5 ± 0.4 Me 7 which gives a value of Vj = 91 ± 13 MeV.
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5.3. Results from the INCFIT Analysis

Angular distributions of the inclusive data obtained by use of the method referred

to as INCFIT (see Section 4.1) are shown in Figs. 5.7-5.11. The regions of the energy

spectra that are analyzed are those around the IAS and the IVGDR's, and one in the

continuum. The IAS angular distribution is fitted with the function Jj)(qR) while the

IVGDR's and continuum distributions are fitted with the function J?(qR). The fit to

the continuum angular distribution is also made with the function Jf(qR) because it is

assumed that the continuum is dipole in nature but has a different interaction radius R.

The results of these fits are summarized in Table 5.3. The average value r0 = 1.6 fm i«

larger than reported in the literature [5.3,5.4]. If one assumes the Bessel function to be a

good approximation of the angular distribution, the large ro values can be interpreted as

an indication that the background under the resonance has a more complicated angular

dependence, i.e., one compatible with a quasi-free dominance description.

Table 5.3. Summary of INCFIT results. Tabulated are the following parameters
from the fit to the GDR and IAS restricted regions: the maximum differential
cross section, two coefficients in the q-dependent polynomial, the interaction
radius parameter, and the energy range of the fit analysis.

Reaction

GDR
9Be(7r-,^°)
12C(7r-,7T°)
13C(7r-,7r°)

9Be(7r+,7r°)

12C(7r+
>7r°)

1 3C(*rV°)

IAS
9Be(7r+,jr°)
13C(7T+,7r°)

dcr/d9,
(/ib/sr)

47±2
824±47
733±70

91± 3
79±3

726±46
546±35
890±44

205±6
1312±26

Ao

(/xb/sr)

26± 1
331 ±36
402±49

39± 1
37±2

296±26
568±25
550±33

61±3
0±0

A2

(/xb/sr)

0±0
221 ± 85
330±560

0±0
0±0

109±68
-370±47
126± 84

-89±6
0±0

(fm)

1.55±0.13
1.60±0.18
1.68±0.73

1.78±0.10
1.31 ±0.09
1.55±0.17
1.63±0.16
1.50±0.16

1.39±0.04
1.25±0.02

Range
(MeV)

137-147
138-148
138-148

151-161
138-148
136-146
148-158
138-148

160-172
160-170

" The interaction radius R is related to the interaction radius parameter r0 by the

expression R = r0A
1/3.
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Non-Resonance Component

Strictly speaking, the resonant and non-resonant processes cannot be distinguished

from each other experimentally on an event by event basis. For inclusive measurements,

quantum mechanics does not distinguish between different processes that produce the

final state characterized by emission of a TT°. In order to establish and quantify the giant

resonance properties, we must invoke a model which distinguishes the resonant reaction

component from the non-resonant component. The premise for separating the resonant

and non-resonant components is based on the assumption that the two components are

governed by different processes and therefore should have different q-dependences. It is

assumed that the non-resonant component should have a weak q-dependence compared

to the q-dependence of the IVGDR predicted by theoretical calculations. The validity of

the model is tested by performing fits to the data. The quality of the fit is characterized

by x2- If the data can be fit by the model with reduced x2 "ear unity, then the fit analysis

would support the assumptions of the model. If another model can fit the data with

equally good x2 values, then the data are unable to distinguish between the models and

other measurements would be needed to determine which model gives better agreement

with measurements.

Fitting Errors

The usual (reduced) x2 is a measure of how well the chosen function fits a set of data.

Often the more important contributions to x2 come from regions where the fit function

with "best fit" parameters "misses" the data (disagrees by more than one standard

deviation). Thus, fit discrepancies at a certain angle may be due to the requirement

that the fit function describe the data for all angles. For example, in Fig. 5.6 the

discrepancy between the fit function and the data from &„<> = 26° to 46° results in a

large x2- This can be interpreted as a poor fit because of an inability or deficiency in

the model used to describe the data. More difficult to assess are uncertainties in the

fitted resonance parameters that are due to uncertainties in the fit function. By choosing

different background fit functions, one can determine the different resonance parameter

values and obtain an estimate for their uncertainties arising from the uncertainty in the

fit function. A complete analysis of the range of parameter values allowed by the data

has not been determined in our analysis.
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Figure 5.7. INCFIT results for the reaction 9Be(7r+,Tr°)9B. The angular distri-
butions points are restricted to the regions of the IAS transition (above) and
T = 1/2 resonance (below). The solid curves are the fitted angular distributions.
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Figure 5.8. INCFTT results for the reaction sBe(irV°)9B. The angular dis-
tributions are restricted to the regions of the T = 3/2 resonance (above) and
background (below).
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Figure 5.9. INCFTT results for the two reactions 12C(7r+,jr°)12N (above) and
12C(ir-,ff°)12B (below). The angular distributions are restricted to the regions
of the T = 1 resonances.
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Figure 5.10. INCFIT results for the reaction 13C(;rVo)13N. The angular dis-
tributions are restricted to the regions of the IAS transition (above) and T = 1/2
resonance (below).
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Figure 5.11. INCFIT results for the reactions 13C(?r+,?r0)13N (above) and
13C(7T~,ir°)13B (below). The angular distributions are restricted to the region of
the T = 2>J2 resonances.
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5.4. Results from the Coincidence Reactions

The Reaction 9Be(7r+,7r°p)8Be

The dominant contribution to the coincidence process 9Be0r+,7r°p)8Be proceeds

through the intermediate GDR state of 9B. This should be viewed as a two step process

in which (1) the (7r+,7r°) reaction produces the 9B GDR aligned along the momentum

transfer axis 0q as defined by the (7r+,7r°) process, and then (2) the GDR decays by

proton emission. We have seen that the (7r+,jr°) reaction on 9Be excites both T = 3/2

and T = 1/2 giant resonances in 9B. Isospin conservation pennits the T = 3/2 component

to decay by proton (T = 1/2) emission to only T = 1 (or T = 2) states in 8Be, whereas

the T = 1/2 component can go to both T = 1, 0 states, but is kinematically favored to

decay to low-lying T = 0 states.

Shown in Fig. S.12 is the spectrum of coincidences from the coincidence reaction
9Be(7r+,7r°p)8Be integrated over the proton angles covered by the proton detector array.

States of the 8Be residual nucleus appear as diagonal bands of constant TT»+TP with the

higher lying states on the left in Fig. 5.12. The effect of energy loss by protons exiting

the target is to shift the diagonal lines to the left, with the shift being greater at the

lower proton energies. This produces the observed curvature of the band in Fig. 5.12.

The shift is accompanied by a broadening which is roughly equal to half (FWHM)

the energy loss of a proton traveling through the full thickness of the target. In our

experiment this loss can be quite substantial. For our 9Be target, the proton energy

broadening is estimated to be up to 14 MeV, while for our 13C target it is about 5 MeV.

Isospin Decomposition

Isospin decomposition of the IVGDR is made by separating the decays which leave

the residual nucleus in its low lying T = 0 states from the decays which leave the

residual nucleus in its high lying T = 1 states. Shown in Fig. 5.13 are the coincidence,

missing mass spectrum (at the top) and the isospin separated IVGDR excitation curves

(at the bottom) for 9Be(7r+,jr°p)8Be. The missing mass spectrum is a plot of all events

vs. the sum of energies Txo+Tp, which is equivalent to the residual nucleus excitation

spectrum. The isospin separated IVGDR curves are obtained by imposing cuts on the

final excitation spectrum covering events with missing mass below (light line) and above

(heavy line) 10 MeV.
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Figure 5.12. A Tp vs. Tff» plot for the reaction 9Be(jr+,7r°p)9B. Decays to the
8Be ground state correspond to events along the band on the right. The "valley"
to the left is just below the region where the first T = 1 state of 8Be (16.6 MeV)
is expected to lie.

The Reaction 1 3 C ( T T V ° P ) 1 2 C

Shown in Fig. 5.14 is the spectrum of coincidences from the reaction 13C(7r+,7r°p)12C

integrated over the angles of the proton detector array. Decays to the ground, 4.4, and

15.1 MeV states of 12C can be identiiied as diagonal bands of constant missing mass.

The GDR strength decaying to states below 15.1 MeV is assigned T = 1/2 and is found

to peak at about T «̂ = 150 MeV. Decays to the 15.1 MeV and higher lying states in 12C

are from a region of the GDR that is probably dominantly T = 3/2 and is most strongly

produced near T,» = 140 MeV. The locus of events which have T*o + Tp > 150 MeV

leave the residual nucleus l2C in T = 0 states and therefore proceed through the T = 1/2

resonance. The excitation spectrum, separated above and below this cut, represents the
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Figure 5.13. Missing mass and isospin separation for the coincident reaction
9Be0r+,ir°p)8Be. Above is a plot of the missing mass or residual nucleus (8Be)
excitation spectrum for the reaction 9Be(7r+,jr°p)8Be. Below is the isospin sep-
arated ^B) IVGDR excitation curve obtained by a cut on the missing mass
spectrum above.

170

isospin separated giant resonance strength and is shown on the left of Fig. 5.14. The

isospin assignment of the shaded curve is more difficult to make since both T = 3/2 and

T = 1/2 can couple, by way of proton emission, to T = 1 states of I 2 C
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Angular Correlation Functions

The 7r°-p angular correlation function WiBqp) can indicate the multipolarity of the

giant resonance or at least eliminate certain multipoles from consideration. As dis-

cussed in Section 2.3 for a dipole transition the correlation is expected to be of the

form l+aP2(cos0qp). The measured angular correlations both show a strong peaking

in the direction of q suggesting the presence of contributions from nonresonant pro-

cesses such as pion-induced knockout. Shown in Fig. 5.15 are the observed angular

correlations of decays of the I3N and 9B IVGDR's decaying to the ground states of

the residual nuclei by proton emission. Similar results for decays to excited states are

shown for 13C in Fig. 5.16. Shown in Fig. 5.17 are the same angular correlation data

after subtraction of a normalized contribution from pion-induced knockout as deter-

mined by a factorized distorted-wave impulse approximation calculation which uses the

code THREEDEE [4.10]. The decay channels are separated into decays to the ground,

4.44 MeV, and 15.1 MeV states. The normalization of non-resonant coincidences was

determined from fits to the inclusive spectra. The rough agreement of the observed

angular correlations with those expected for a dipole resonance is consistent with the

assignment of the resonance as the GDR.

Non-Resonance Component

Studies of the direct component of the coincident reaction (7r+,7r°p) have been

reported by Gilad et al. [5.5] at Tx+ = 245 MeV and by H0ibrften et al. [5.6] at

Tff+ = 165 MeV, and also in (TT*, TT±N), where N = p or n, at Tn = 180 MeV by Yoo

et al. [5.7]. Although these measurements were made in a different kinematics region

(0*0 = 50°-130° for the TTSCX work and 0no = 20° for the inelastic pion scattering

work), it is useful to make a qualitative comparison. The reader is referred to the above

citations for more on this subject.
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Figure 5.15. Angular correlations for the reactions X3C(ir+,ir°p)X2Cg.3. (above)
and 9Be0r+,Top)8Be3.s. (below). The strong peaking along q (#*<> = 0°) is due
to the direct knock-out reaction.
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Figure 5.16. 13C(7r+,7r°p)12C angular correlations as measured. The six data
points for each plot correspond to the six proton detectors. The solid curve is
the angular correlation for the direct process, pion induced knock-out, calculated
in the distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA) using THREEDEE.
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Figure 5.17. I3C(7r+,7r°p)I2C angular correlations of protons to the ground,
4.44 MeV, and 15.1 MeV states of 12C. Plotted are the observed angular corre-
lations after subtraction of a factorized DWIA angular distribution normalized
to the observed background. The solid curves display angular correlations with
the expected dipole shape l+aP2(cos0qp) where 0qp is the angle of the decay
proton with respect to the momentum transfer axis as defined by the (7r+,7r°)
process.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter, we discuss results from our measurements on mass 9, 12 and 13

nuclei in the context of relevant giant resonance work. The resonance parameters

determined from our measurements are summarized by the level diagrams in Fig. 6 .1-

6.3. We begin the next section by highlighting some general properties of analog

isovector giant resonances, using a microscopic interpretation of the isospin and shell

structure of giant resonances in light nuclei. We discuss the structure of the mass 9, 12

and 13 giant resonances by comparing our inclusive measurements with results from

other measurements. We also interpret the results of our coincidence measurements on

giant resonances in 9B and 13N, including the persistent non-resonant component. We

then conclude with a summary of our major findings.

6.1. Nuclear Structure of Analog IVGDR's Excited by TTSCX Reactions

Analog isovector giant resonances can be identified by their proximity in energy

to each other when compared across a series of isobars, just as with discrete isobaric

analog states. As with all nuclear states, their isospin quantum number can be deduced

by identifying and counting all the analog members of which there should be 2T+1

members. The total isospin T must be greater than or equal to the smallest Tz among

the analogs. An upper limit for a resonance's isospin can be set by identifying the

isospin of the ground state of the isobar which lies above the resonance in question,

i.e., the isospin of the resonance must be lower than that of the next higher lying isobaric

ground state. Isospin mixing can, however, add complications to isospin assignments

made in this way, but the discussion of isospin mixing is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Giant resonances in light nuclei have considerable structure [2.14] some of which

can be resolved by experiments having moderate energy resolution (2—4 MeV). Such

structure may be due to dominant particle-hole states, interference between states, and

isospin properties of the resonances. As we have found, isospin considerations are very

93
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important to understanding this resonance structure in special nuclei such as the 4N+1

nuclei studied here. Combining an interpretation of the resonance structure based on

isospin with a shell model description leads to a plausible explanation of our results and

the available mass 9 and 13 giant resonance data. We now discuss, in general terms, a

microscopic interpretation of our results.

Isospin and Particle-Hole Structure

Measday et al. [2.1] have made a careful analysis of the giant resonance structure in

mass 13 nuclei, which may serve as a model for other 4N+1 nuclei and possibly some

4N—1 nuclei as well. They investigate a weak coupling model in which the valence

nucleon of 13C or 13N in the ground state is loosely coupled to the 12C core. They show

that the excitation of the lower T = 1/2 resonances in the (7, po) reaction can be explained

by the excitation of this valence nucleon into the s-d shell, in a manner analogous

to the 4N nuclei. Rather good agreement is obtained with shell model calculations.

Both the excitation energy and strengths of the transitions are approximately correct.

A satisfactory explanation of the (7,po) yield can also be obtained with a deformed

picture for the nucleus.

In order to explain the higher T = 3/2 resonances in the weak coupling model, it is

possible to consider excitations of the 12C core into its T = 1 levels. This picture gives

a natural mechanism for leaving 12C in a T = 1 state or producing 12B (T = 1) levels

following nucleon emission. One of the modes of excitation would be to excite the giant

El resonance of 12C directly with a valence nucleon playing the role of a spectator only.

In terms of isospin, the 12C core with T = 1 is coupled with the valence nucleon which

has T = 1/2 to produce both T = 3/2 and T = 1/2 resonances of 13C or 13N. This is

in contrast to excitations involving the valence nucleon leaving the 12C core in states

with T = 0. This other mode can produce only T = 1/2 and cannot contribute directly

to the makeup of T = 3/2 resonances. Calculations such as those of Easlea et al. [2.2]

and of Albert et al. [2.3] provide an additional means of testing the validity of such a

model, while application of the weak coupling model to other case, in particular the
9Be and 9B resonances, may further substantiate this picture. Once again, more detailed

information on the specific properties of the T = 3/2 resonance is most crucial.
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Figure 6.1. Level diagram of mass 9 analog isovector giant resonances deter-
mined from this work. The solid arrows indicate pion charge exchange exciting
analog giant resonances, while the dashed arrows indicate their decay by emis-
sion of a proton. Note the IAS transition (heavy arrow). The hatched areas
represent the analog giant resonances seen in these measurements. The dark-
shaded areas represent resonances seen in photonuclear work, Refs. 2.18-2.20.
The lower resonance is controversial. While the light-shaded region represents
the resonance seen in TTDCX, Ref. 2.30.
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Figure 6.2, Level diagram of mass 12 analog isovector giant resonances deter-
mined from this work. The dark-shaded region represents the analog resonance
excited by an electromagnetic reaction such as electron scattering [6.1] or 7
absorption [2.14].
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Figure 6.3. Level diagram of mass 13 analog isovector giant resonances deter-
mined from this work. See caption of Fig. 6.1 for explanation. The dark-shaded
regions are those seen in photonuclear work, see Fig. 6.4. The structure at
Ex = 21.5 MeV is indicated. The light-shaded region represents the 13O analog
resonance seen in the TTDCX reaction 13C(7r+,7r-)13O, Refs. 2.9 and 2.30.
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6.2. Inclusive Reactions (GR Excitation)

The resonances excited by TTSCX reactions are to be distinguished from the corre-

sponding resonances excited by photonuclear reactions. They are related to each other

as analog isovector resonances; however, they are excited by different reaction mech-

anisms. The two types of interactions, pionic (hadronic) and electromagnetic, probe

different aspects of the giant resonances. For example, the pionic reactions are more

sensitive to the nuclear surface transition densities while the electromagnetic reactions

probe the entire nuclear volume.

Our measurements probe the analog isovector giant resonances in 9Li and 9B excited

from the 9Be nucleus, the resonances in I2B and 12N from 12C, and the resonances in
l3B and 13N from 13C. The mass 12 and 13 resonances are strongly excited above a

persistent background. The mass 9 resonances are more weakly excited than the mass 12

and 13 resonances, and are more difficult to distinguish from the background. The 9B

and 13N resonances excited by the (7r+,7r°) reaction each have two peaks which are

identified as the Tz = -1 /2 members of both the T = 3/2 and T = 1/2 resonances. The

T = 3/2,Tz = +3/2 isospin analogs are excited in 9Li and 13B by the Or~,7r°) reaction,

but the T = 1/2 analogs do not exist in these nuclei.

Our measurements of the mass 12 resonances help to establish the correspondence

between analog T = 1 resonances in the Z+l and Z-l nuclei, where Z is the charge

of the target nucleus. For mass 9 and 13 nuclei separately, the T = 3/2 resonances are

identified by their proximity to one another when plotted to a common energy scale.

The centroids of the analog resonances are shifted with respect to each other by about

2 MeV (uncorrected for Coulomb energy differences), whereas the isospin splittings

between the T = 3/2 and T = 1/2 components are 14.6 MeV (mass 9) and 10.5 MeV

(mass 13). The (centroid) energies and widths of the analog FVGDR's determined from

our measurements are shown in Figs. 6.1-6.3 as the cross hatched regions. Also shown

are the approximate energies and widths of the mass 9, 12, and 13 GDR's determined

from electromagnetic reactions (photonuclear [2.14] and electron scattering [6.1]) as the

dark-shaded regions above the target nucleus ground states. The Tz = — 3/2 resonance

in mass 9 nuclei identified by inspection of the TTDCX work of Burleson et al. [2.30] is

shown as the light-shaded region. In mass 13, the corresponding T2 = —3/2 resonance

parameters are taken from Ref. 2.9. The depression of isobaric analog levels in going
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from the 13B ground state to the 13O ground state is 0.23 MeV after correction for

Coulomb energy differences [6.2]. This energy shift across isobars is too small to

be detected by our measurements due to the uncertainty in locating the centroids of

the resonances and, especially, the uncertainty resulting from the background (shape)

subtraction.

Comparison to Other Measurements

The mass 9 giant electric dipole resonance was previously studied using photoneu-

tron reactions. It appears that at least two distinct resonances can be identified, al-

though the photoneutron data [2.18-2.20] give conflicting results for the lower res-

onance at about 8 MeV excitation energy (cf. Fig. 2.5). In our measurements, we

identify two resonances as the T = 3/2,Tz = +1/2 analog resonance at 25.3 MeV and

the T = 3/2,Tz = +1/2 analog resonance at 10.6 MeV, both excited in the reaction
9Be(jr+,Tr°)9B. These can be compared with the photoneutron analogs at about 8 MeV

(T = 3/2 ,^ = -1/2) and 25 MeV (T = 1/2,TZ = -1/2). The two remaining T = 3/2

analogs are somewhat difficult to identify above their respective backgrounds. However,

a consistent application of the analysis which we used on all of our data indicates the

T = 3/2,Tz = +3/2 analog resonance at 22.1 MeV, while an estimate by inspection of the

data of Burleson et al. [2.30] indicates the T = 3/2,Tz = —3/2 analog resonance at about

23 MeV. Thus, our measurements establish the presence of the analog IVGDR's in these

nuclei and affirm the presence of two resonances, including the lower resonance.

The mass 13 giant electric dipole resonance was also previously studied using

photonuclear reactions. Measday et al. [2.1] have compared the reactions 13N(7,po),
13C(7,p) and l3C(7,n) to determine the isospin structure of the mass 13 GDR. The giant

resonance is concentrated at three energies 13.5, 21.5, and 26 MeV (cf. Fig. 6.4).

Measday et al. give the following argument. The reactions 13C(7,p) and 13C(7,n)

can take place through both T = 1/2 and T = 3/2 states. Both have peaks at about

Ex = 26 MeV. However, the low lying structure of the (7,n) curve (peaks at 13.5 and

21.5 MeV) is absent from the (7,p) reaction due to its reaction threshold. However, the

low lying structure is present in both curves from the 13N(7,p0) and 13C(7,n) reactions.

The key observation is that the reaction 13N(7,p0) selects only the T = 1/2 resonances,

thereby identifying the T = 1/2 analog resonance in the (7,p) curve. This leads to the

conclusion that the 26 MeV resonance must be dominantly T = 3/2. If the 26 MeV

resonance had substantial T = 1/2 components, then it should be strong in 13N(7,po),

which is not the case. This does not rule out the possibility that a 26 MeV, T = 1/2
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Figure 6.4. Comparison of the photonuclear data complied by Measday et al.
(above) with our measurements of the l3C(7r+,7r°)13N reaction (below). The
energy scales of both plots have been matched. Note that die 13C excitation
scale at the top increases from right to left. The 13N IAS is 1.17 MeV above
the 13C ground state. The shaded peaks in the lower plot are (from right to
left) the IAS, the T = 1/2 IVGDR, and the T = 3/2 IVGDR (dominandy). The
structure seen in the 13N(7,po) reaction would not be resolved in the 13C(7r+,7ro)
reaction because of the much poorer resolution in the latter reaction.
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component may prefer to decay to states other than to the 12C ground state (po) such

as other low lying T = 0 states or the first T = 1 state at 15.1 MeV in 12C. However,

consideration of the transition probability kinematic factor, dP/j oc E2dE, should make

the po channel the most favorable which it is not.

The 14.3 MeV resonance which we observed in (7r+,ir°) is identified as the T = 1/2,

Tz = -1 /2 partner of the T = 1ATZ - +1/2, 13.5 MeV resonance in 13C. All four of

the T = 3/2 analog resonances are also observed. The Tz = +3/2 resonance is seen

at 24.5 MeV in (jr~,7ro), the Tz = +1/2 analog resonance at 26 MeV in photonuclear

reactions, the Tz = -1 /2 analog resonance at 24.8 MeV in (ir*,ir°), and the Tz = -3 /2

analog resonance at 23.6 MeV in (7r+,7r~), Refs. 2.30 and 2.9. Additionally, the Tz = +3/2

resonance has recently been observed in the 13C(n,p)13B reaction [6.3] illustrating how

these fundamental nuclear modes can be excited by different reactions. It should be

emphasized that the excitation energies are measured from the ground state of the target

nucleus. This energy (and not the energy above the nucleus having the same Z as

the resonance in the case of charge exchange) should be compared among analog giant

resonances because the particular resonance excited is built on the target nucleus ground

state which would differ from the resonance built on the ground state of the neighboring

isobar.

Other data exist for 7rSCX to analog GDR's to which our data can be com-

pared [2.22,2.24,2.23]. These cases are for medium and heavy nuclei. The lightest

nucleus for which giant resonances excited by JTSCX have been previously reported is

mass 40 (calcium). Our measurements generally agree with trends for the mass depen-

dence of cross sections, angular distribution shapes, and isospin displacements, although

the data points are scattered and it is difficult to establish precise mass dependences.

Our measurements extend the body of experimental data down to mass 9. This is im-

portant in establishing the overall general properties of giant resonances such as the

mass dependence of the resonance parameters.

Our measurement of the IAS transition from the ground state of 13C to that of 13N is

in good agreement with the measurements of Doron et al. [6.4] supporting the validity

of the method reported here of analyzing angular distributions. Shown in Fig. 6.5 are

the angular distribution data from our measurements, the measurements of Doron et al.,

and a fitted Bessel function, squared Jo(qR).
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Figure 6.5. Comparison of the angular distributions of the 13C(7r+,7ro)I3NiAS

transition from our measurements (data points every two degrees) and from the
measurements of Doron et al. (data points at nine angles). The solid curve is
a fit to our data with a JJj(qR) function.

Isospin Splittings

The isospin splittings of giant resonances excited by other processes give values

for the effective symmetry potential to which our value reported in chapter 5 can

be compared. A value of Vj « 50 MeV has been determined for 88Sr, l42Nd, and
MZr by Hasinoff et al. [6.5] using proton-capture reactions, while Paul et al. [6.6]

report a value of 58 ± 5 MeV for 49Sc and 64Zn. Our measurements give the values

Vi = 88 ± 5 MeV for the mass 9 IVGDR and Vi = 9 1 ± 13 MeV for the mass 13
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IVGDR. An estimate of the strength of the symmetry potential based on the semi-

empirical mass formula [6.7] gives, in the independent-particle approximation, a value

of about 100 MeV. In comparison to this value, the observed values are found to be

reduced. It is generally believed that this reduced value is due to the collectivity of

the process. It would be interesting to explore further the possible mass and isospin

dependences of the symmetry potential Vi.

Pion-Nucleus Interaction Radius

A range of values of the pion-nucleus interaction radius parameter ro = 1.3 - 1.4 fin

can be found in the literature. Corfu et al. [6.8] have determined a value of r0 = 1.40 fm

for masses from A = 12 to 208 from inelastic pion scattering. The measurements of

Erell et al. [2.23] are in agreement with Corfu et al., while our results from fits using

the same method give a value ro = 1.31 fm. However, the value determined by the

angular distribution analysis (INCFIT) reported in chapter 4 is larger than that from the

Erell analysis. This discrepancy may be interpreted as an indication that the behavior

of the background beneath the giant resonance is more complicated than assumed in the

Erell analysis. Another very interesting result of our measurements and analyses is that

the second minima of the angular distributions of the T = 1/2 and T = 3/2 resonances

occur at different angles. The radius associated with the T = 1/2 resonance is larger

than that for the T = 3/2 resonance. This is most noticeable in Figs. 4.4b and 4.4c, and

also from the fitted ro values in Tables 5.1 and 5.3. This may, of course, be associated

with the difference in energy of the two resonances.

Non-Resonance Continuum

From our measurements, it can be seen that a non-resonant component contributes

to the inclusive reactions, even at the most forward w° angles and low momentum

transfers. The non-resonant component, also called the direct component, has been

studied in TTSCX at the back angles [6.9] and it is found that the quasi-free reaction

is the dominant process at these large momentum transfers. Measurements of pion

inelastic scattering (w,ir') [6.10] at Tn = 114, 163, 240 MeV, 6n = 30°-134° also

indicate the presence of pion-nucleon quasi-free scattering. These studies generally

investigate the direct knock-out process out to large angles where quasi-free scattering

becomes the dominant process and the momentum transfers are large. What is needed

is a better understanding of the non-resonant processes at low momentum transfers and

a consistent prescription which describes the non-resonance reaction in both low and
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high momentum transfers. Quasielastic electron scattering has been studied at small

angles [6.11] and may provide some guidance in this region. An important question

relevant to discussions involving resonant and non-resonant processes is the possible

interference between these two reaction processes.

An open question is how the background observed in the inclusive measurements

is modified by the coincidence requirement. The quasi-free reaction should not domi-

nate the non-resonant processes at low q even though the 7rSCX cross section does not

vanish at small angles. What is needed is a better understanding of the non-resonant pro-

cesses which is valid at small momentum transfers (q = 0 included) and asymptotically

approaches quasi-free scattering at large q.

6.3. Coincidence Reactions (GR Decay)

Our measurements of the coincident reactions show that the proton channel is an

important reaction channel, and give no indications of substantial deuteron, triton, al-

pha, or other channels. Both resonant and non-resonant processes contribute to the

coincidence measurements. We identify the excitation of the IVGDR's and therefore

conclude that the dominant decay mode of these giant resonances is by emission of a

proton. An important finding is that several states of the residual nuclei 8Be and 12C can

be identified in the spectra of coincidences (Figs. 5.12 and 5.14). Our measurements

also show that the direct process is a strong contribution at forward scattering angles

(O^o «*20°). This is the part of the angular correlation which is peaked along q (near

As with the inclusive measurements, our coincidence measurements include both

resonant and non-resonant processes which are indistinguishable on an event-by-event

basis. Again, we must invoke a model of the direct process which our coincidence

measurements are sensitive to and perform a fit to the data. Calculations from a model of

pion induced knock-out calculated in a factorized, distorted-wave impulse approximation

form the starting point for understanding the non-resonant process. The term factorized

refers to the assumption that the knock-out process can be factored into two parts: a

part involving only the incoming and outgoing pions, and another involving the nucleus

and an operator which removes a proton from the nucleus.

We have demonstrated how the coincidence technique can be used to study decay

of the giant resonance, and what can be learned from studying the decay process.
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Measurements involving the decay permit an isospin separation of the giant resonance

strength distribution. The multipolarity of the resonance is reflected in the shape of the

decay particle angular correlation. The admixtures of different isospin states can be

determined from the branching fractions of the decay channels leading to final states of

the residual nucleus having different isospins.

Angular Correlations

The angular correlations from our coincidence measurements are presented as the

angular correlations of the individual decay channels. In actuality, the experment energy

resolution does not permit a clean separation of the decays. However, we interpret the

properties of the decays that emerge from the imperfect resolution. Thus, the limited

energy resolution does permits a good isospin separation by summing over decays to

states having the same isospin (T = 0 or 1 in the residual nucleus). The angular

correlations of the isospin separated components of mass 9 and 13 resonances are

qualitatively similar (see Figs. 5.13 and 5.14).

Our method for determining angular correlations from the coincident reactions could

be better exploited by making coincidence measurements both on and off the peak of

the GDR. This would require comparing the angular correlation measurements at two

7T° angles and relating the difference in the angular correlations to the complete resonant

process. This could eliminate or reduce the importance of using a model, such as the

one we used to describe the direct process, in order to understand the resonance decay

more reliably. This approach effectively requires additional coincidence measurements

of comparable statistical accuracy.

Pion Induced Knock-out

The non-resonant component of the coincident reaction involves a specific process,

probably the pion induced knock-out reaction. Other non-resonant processes such as the

IAS transition are highly suppressed by the coincidence requirement and are essentially

eliminated. The presence of contributions from pion induced knock-out is apparent from

the strong forward peaking of the coincidence angular correlations and is dominating at

high momentum transfer. Our measurements are in the low momentum transfer regime

(q < 200 MeV/c) where the GDR is most strongly excited. Therefore it was expected

that direct knock-out would be suppressed. However, our measurements show that the

knock-out reaction is quite substantial as compared to giant resonance excitation even

at low momentum transfers. The question of whether or not these two processes, or
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Figure 6.6. Cartoon illustrating the (7r+,5r°p) process proceeding through the
resonant state A* by the two step process irk —* irA* -* TT(A — l,p).

more generally the resonant and non-resonant processes, interfere is quite difficult to

address. Experimentally it would require distinguishing between knock-out protons and

protons from the decay of the giant resonance. Since the two processes occur during

much different times, this differentiation might be achieved on a temporal basis. At

present this is beyond the capability of present day instrumentation.

Other Giant Resonances

In our measurements, there are no indications of significant contributions from giant

resonance multipoles other than El resonances. For example, the isovector monopole

E0 resonance is expected to be very broad in energy for light nuclei and therefore

difficult to observe in our measurements. In addition, both the E0 and E2 resonances

have maximum cross sections at zero degrees. No such feature can be identified in

our measurements. Evidence for such giant resonances in 12C have been observed in

coincidence measurements on the 12C(e,e'po)nB reaction [2.15].
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6.4. Conclusions

One of our major goals has been to demonstrate that the analogs of resonances

observed with more conventional probes, such as electrons and protons, can be studied

using pions. Although an exact detailed description for pion-nucleus interactions does

not exist, it is reasonable to expect that the fundamental modes of oscillation of the

nucleus can be excited and studied using pions as well. One of the main objectives of

these measurements has been to study the decay of the A = 9 and 13 isovector giant

dipole resonances.

Energy spectra of the six inclusive reactions 9Be,12C,I3C(7r±,7r°) were obtained from

measurements made at Tx=165 MeV for QT° from 0° to 55°. Then using a model

developed by Erell et al., the spectra were fitted with giant resonance peaks and a

phenomenological background in order to extract parameters of the observed IVGDR's.

Angular distributions have been analyzed over a restricted energy region making fewer

assumptions about the background beneath the resonances. Comparison of the two

excitation functions from the reactions (TT^TT0), together with results from photonuclear

and TTDCX measurements, allows us to identify all four members of a T = 3/2 resonance

and both members of a T = 1/2 resonance in the FVGDR's of mass 9 and 13 nuclei.

From the observed isospin splittings, values for the effective symmetry potential are

determined and found to be larger than the value found for heavier nuclei.

This is the first application of the coincidence technique in the study of collec-

tive nuclear excitations with pion single charge exchange reactions. We have used the

(7r+,7r°p) coincidence reaction to study the decay modes of analog isovector giant reso-

nances in light nuclei. From measurements of the coincidence reactions 13C(7r+,7r°p)I2C

and 9Be(7r+,Tr°p)8Be, we determine angular correlations of coincident protons. The

shapes of these angular correlations at the GDR peak constrain the multipolarity of the

decaying resonance, as well as the admixture of non-resonant processes. We observe

that the angular correlations are consistent with a dipolar shape, indicative of a dipole

resonance, which is superimposed on top of a direct component. This direct component

is peaked along the direction of the momentum transfer which is also the axis about

which the dipole state is aligned. The majority of coincident protons are due to the

direct process which shows that the character of the resonant channel is quite difficult

to determine due to its weaker excitation.
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